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Symmetric subcategories, tilting modules,
and derived recollements

Hongxing Chen and Changchang Xi

Abstract. We introduce symmetric subcategories of abelian categories and show
that the derived category of the endomorphism ring of any good tilting module over
a ring is a recollement of the derived categories of the given ring and a symmet-
ric subcategory of the module category of the endomorphism ring, in the sense of
Beilinson–Bernstein–Deligne. Thus the kernel of the total left-derived tensor functor
induced by a good tilting module is always triangle equivalent to the derived category
of a symmetric subcategory of a module category. Explicit descriptions of symmet-
ric subcategories associated to good 2-tilting modules over commutative Gorenstein
local rings are presented.

1. Introduction

Finitely generated tilting modules have been applied successfully to understanding dif-
ferent aspects of algebraic structures and homological properties of groups, algebras and
modules (for example, see [13,22,24,34]), while infinitely generated tilting modules have
involved many important modules, such as adic modules, Fuchs divisible modules, gen-
eric modules, and Prüfer modules, but also have been of significant interest in studying
derived categories and equivalences of general algebras and rings (see [1,6,7,14,16,37]).
Further, they are intimately related to the famous finitistic dimension conjecture in the
representation theory of algebras (see [3]).

In the general context of tilting theory, a central theme is to study relations between
the derived module categories of the given algebras and the endomorphism algebras of
tilting modules. For a finitely generated tilting module AT over a ring A with the endo-
morphism ring B WD EndA.T /, Happel showed in [22] (see also [18]) that the bounded
derived categories of A and B are equivalent as triangulated categories. While for a good
tilting module AT (not necessarily finitely generated) over a ring A, the derived category
of B is generally a recollement of the derived category of A and the triangulated category
Ker.T ˝L

B �/, the kernel of the derived tensor functor T ˝L
B � (see [7]). From this point
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of view, it seems to be of great interest to understand the category Ker.T ˝L
B �/. In [14],

Ker.T ˝L
B �/ was strengthened as the derived module category of a ring C which is

a universal localization of B if the projective dimension of AT is at most 1. For arbit-
rary good tilting modules, differential graded algebras were employed to characterise
Ker.T ˝L

B �/ as a derived category of a dg algebra in [8, 37]. Though derived categories
of dg algebras are triangulated categories, they may not be equivalent to derived module
categories of usual rings. In fact, necessary and sufficient conditions were given in [16]
for Ker.T ˝L

B �/ to be equivalent to the derived module category of a ring.
In this paper, we establish a new and intrinsic description of Ker.T ˝L

B �/ for an
arbitrary good tilting module T by introducing symmetric subcategories of the module
category of B . This description generalises results in [14, 16], and is completely different
from the approaches in [8, 37]. Moreover, our strategy of proofs is also different from the
ones in the literature.

To state our results, we first recall the definition of tilting modules, which have been
developed in different stages and can be traced back to the papers [11] and [4].

Definition 1.1 ([1, 13, 20, 24, 30]). Let n � 0 be a natural number and let A be a unitary
ring. A left A-module T is called an n-tilting A-module if the following three conditions
hold:

(T 1) proj.dim.AT / � n, that is, there is an exact sequence of A-modules

0 �! Pn �! � � � �! P1 �! P0 �! AT �! 0

with all Pi projective.

(T 2) For any nonempty set ˛, ExtjA.T; T
.˛// D 0 for all j � 1, where T .˛/ stands for

the direct sum of ˛ copies of T .
(T 3) There exists an exact sequence of A-modules

0 �! AA �! T0 �! T1 �! � � � �! Tn �! 0

with Ti isomorphic to a direct summand of a direct sum of copies of T for all
0 � i � n.

Recall that an n-tilting A-module T is said to be good (see [7]) if each Ti in .T 3/
is isomorphic to a direct summand of the direct sum of finitely many copies of T . Given
an arbitrary tilting module T 0, one can always find a good tilting module T such that T
and T 0 generate the same full subcategory of the category A-Mod of all left A-modules,
that is, T and T 0 are equivalent, while they may have different endomorphism rings.

For a good tilting A-module T , it was shown in Theorem 2.2 of [7] that the total
right-derived functor of HomA.T;�/ induces an equivalence between the derived category
of A and the quotient category of the derived category of B modulo its full triangulated
subcategory Ker.T ˝L

B �/.
The purpose of this article is to prove the following derived recollement theorem for

arbitrary good tilting modules over rings, in which an explicit description of Ker.T ˝L
B �/

is provided by symmetric subcategories. Roughly speaking, an n-symmetric subcategory
of A-Mod is an exact subcategory closed under coproducts, products, extensions as well
as kernels and cokernels of exact sequences of length n (see Section 3 for the precise
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definition). For an exact category E, we denote by D.E/ the unbounded derived category
of E, and for a ring A, we denote by D.A/ the unbounded derived module category of A,
that is, D.A/ D D.A-Mod/. As usual, by D�.E/ we denote the bounded-above derived
category of E.

Theorem 1.2. Let A be a unitary ring, T a good n-tilting A-module with n � 0, and B
the endomorphism ring of AT . Then there exists an n-symmetric subcategory E of B-Mod
such that, for � 2 ¹;;�º, D�.B/ has the recollement

D�.E/ // D�.B/
G //

dd

zz
D�.A/dd

zz
;

where G WD T ˝L
B � is the total left-derived tensor functor defined by ATB .

Actually, for a tilting A-module T of projective dimension n, the n-symmetric subcat-
egory in Theorem 1.2 can be described precisely as

E WD ¹Y 2 B-Mod j TorBi .T; Y / D 0 for all i � 0º:

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.2, the category D.E/ in Theorem 1.2 is com-
pactly generated.

For a finitely generated tilting module AT , it is known (see [7]) that E D 0, and one
gets Happel’s theorem, that is, D.B/ and D.A/ are triangle equivalent. For an infinitely
generated good tilting module, Theorem 1.2 may serve as a counterpart of Happel’s the-
orem since the three categories in Theorem 1.2 are of the same type. Further, compared
with the descriptions in [37] and [8], the derived category of the symmetric subcategory E

seems more intrinsic than the one of a differential graded algebra.
A crucial part in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is to show that the kernel of the total left-

derived tensor functorAT ˝L
B � can be realised as the derived category of the n-symmetric

subcategory E. Since E is not an abelian subcategory in general, the arguments and meth-
ods developed in [2,8,14,16] do not work. To circumvent this obstacle here, we introduce
two triangle functors from D.B/ to D.E/ and from D.B/ to D.E?/ (see Section 4.1),
where E? is the right perpendicular subcategory to E in B-Mod. We then employ the
t -structure induced from the tilting module to realise the kernel ofAT ˝L

B � as the derived
category of the symmetric subcategory E. Notably, this method sheds some new light on
when the kernel of AT ˝L

B � is triangle equivalent to the derived module category of a
ring, that is, when a good tilting module is homological (see [16]). We may state this
observation as a corollary.

Corollary 1.3. The following are equivalent for a good tilting A-module T .

(1) T is a homological tilting module.

(2) E is an abelian subcategory of B-Mod.

(3) Hm.HomA.P �; A/ ˝A T / D 0 for all m � 2, where the complex P � is a deleted
projective resolution of AT , and Hm is the m-th cohomology functor.

(4) .E;E?/ is a derived decomposition of the abelian category B-Mod, where

E? WD ¹Y 2 B-Mod j ExtnB.X; Y / D 0;8X 2 E; n � 0º:
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The notion of derived decomposition of an abelian category was introduced in [17],
and provides an approach to study the derived category of an abelian category by means of
the derived categories of its abelian subcategories. The equivalence of .1/ and .2/ is known
(see Proposition 6.2 in [8]), while the equivalence of (1) and (3) is proved in Theorem 1.1
of [16]. Only the condition (4) is new. Nevertheless, we will give a new and short proof of
the corollary.

Note also that the pair .E;E?/ is Ext-orthogonal, but not always complete in B-Mod
in the sense of Krause and Št’ovíček (see [28]). It can be seen by Corollary 1.3 and
Lemma 2.3 in [17] that the pair is a complete Ext-orthogonal pair in B-Mod if and only
if E is an abelian subcategory of B-Mod.

Theorem 1.2 also provides ways to get recollements of derived categories of other
types.

Corollary 1.4. If A is a left coherent ring (that is, every finitely generated left ideal of A
is finitely presented), and T is a good tilting A-module with B WD EndA.T /, then, for
� 2 ¹b;C;�;;º, there exists a recollement of derived categories

D�.E/ // D�.B/
G //

dd

zz
D�.A/dd

zz
;

where E is a symmetric subcategory of B-Mod and G is the total left-derived tensor
functor defined by ATB .

Finally, we provide an explicit description of symmetric subcategories E associated
with good 2-tilting modules constructed from commutative 2-Gorenstein rings. It turns
out that E consists of certain 3-term exact complexes over the given Gorenstein ring.
Specifically, letA be a commutative noetherian, 2-Gorenstein local ring. Then we consider
the minimal injective coresolution of AA:

0 // A
� // Q

˛WD.˛p/p2H //L
p2H E.A=p/

ˇ WD.ˇp/p2H // E.A=m/ // 0:

HereQ is the total quotient ring ofA, � is the canonical inclusion, H is the set of all prime
ideals of A with height 1, ˛p 2 HomA.Q;E.A=p// and ˇp 2 HomA.E.A=p/; E.A=m//.
Let S be a nonempty subset of H consisting of principal ideals of A which are generated
by regular elements. Define T0 WD ˛�1.T1 \ Ker.ˇ//; T1 WD

L
p2S E.A=p/ and T2 WD

E.A=m/. Then T WD T0 ˚ T1 ˚ T2 is a good 2-tilting A-module (see Lemma 5.3). Let
Bi D EndA.Ti / for i D 0; 1. We define an abelian category C.A; T / that has objects:
the 3-term complexes of A-modules 0! X�2 ! X�1 ! X0 ! 0 with X�2 2 A-Mod,
X�1 2 B1-Mod and X0 2 B0-Mod. Let Cac.A; T / be the full subcategory of C.A; T /

consisting of all exact complexes. Then Cac.A;T / is a fully exact subcategory of C.A;T /.
The main result in Section 5 can be summarised as follows.

Theorem 1.5. Suppose thatA is a commutative, noetherian, 2-Gorenstein, complete local
ring and S is a nonempty finite set consisting of principal ideals of A that are generated by
regular elements of A. Let E be the 2-symmetric subcategory of B-Mod associated with
the above-defined tilting moduleAT . Then there exists an equivalence B-Mod! C.A;T /

of abelian categories which restricts to an equivalence E! Cac.A;T / of exact categories.
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Thus Theorem 1.5 gives an explicit description of E associated to the 2-tilting mod-
ule T in terms of 3-term exact complexes of modules. Moreover, Theorem 1.5 is applic-
able to regular local, complete commutative rings of Krull dimension 2 by taking S to be
any nonempty, finite set of prime ideals of height 1. This is due to the facts that every
regular local commutative ring is a unique factorisation domain; and that a noetherian
integral domain is a unique factorisation domain if and only if its prime ideals of height 1
are principal. For example, let A be the algebra kŒŒx1; x2�� of formal power series over a
field k in two variables x1 and x2, and S WD ¹Ax1º.

This article is organised as follows. In Section 2, we recall definitions, notation and
basic facts needed for proofs. In Section 3, we introduce m-symmetric subcategories and
give methods to construct such subcategories. In Section 4, we prove the main result, The-
orem 1.2, and its corollaries. In Section 5, we present an explicit description of symmetric
subcategories associated to 2-tilting modules and end the section by three questions on
further study of symmetric subcategories. For example, which n-symmetric subcategories
of a module category can be characterized by n-weak tilting modules?

2. Preliminaries

In this section we briefly recall some definitions, facts and notation used in this paper.
For unexplained notation employed in this paper, we refer the reader to [14, 16] and the
references therein.

2.1. Semi-orthogonal decompositions, recollements and homotopy (co)limits

Let C be an additive category.
A full subcategory of C is always assumed to be closed under isomorphisms. For

an object X 2 C , we write add.X/ for the full subcategory of C consisting of all direct
summands of finite coproducts of copies of X . If C admits coproducts (that is, coproducts
indexed over sets exist in C ), we write Add .X/ for the full subcategory of C consisting
of all direct summands of coproducts of copies of X . Dually, we write Prod .X/ for the
full subcategory of C consisting of all direct summands of products of copies of X if C

admits products (that is, products indexed over sets exist in C ).
We denote the composition of two morphisms f WX ! Y and gWY ! Z in C by fg.

We write f � for HomC .Z; f /WHomC .Z;X/! HomC .Z; Y /, and f� for HomC .f; Z/W

HomC .Y; Z/! HomC .X; Z/. While for two functors F WC ! D and GWD ! E , the
composition of F and G is denoted by GF , which is a functor from C to E . The kernel
and image of F are defined as

Ker.F / WD ¹X 2 C j FX ' 0º and Im.F / WD ¹Y 2 D j 9X 2 C ; FX ' Y º;

respectively. Thus Ker.F / and Im.F / are closed under isomorphisms in C .
For a complex X� D .X i ; d iX /i2Z over C , the morphism d iX WX

i ! X iC1 is called a
differential of X�. For simplicity, we sometimes write .X i /i2Z for X� without mention-
ing d iX . For an integer n, we denote by X�Œn� the complex by shifting n degrees, namely
.X�Œn�/i D XnCi and d i

X�Œn�
D .�1/ndnCiX .
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Let C.C/ be the category of all complexes over C with chain maps, and let K.C/ be
the homotopy category of C.C/. As usual, we denote by C�.C/ the category of bounded-
above complexes over C , and by K�.C/ the homotopy category of C�.C/. Note that K.C/
and K�.C/ are triangulated categories. For a triangulated category, its shift functor is
denoted by Œ1� universally.

Now, let A be an abelian category and let X� 2 C.A/. For n 2 Z, there are two left-
truncated complexes

X�n W � � � �! Xn�3
dn�3X
���! Xn�2

dn�2X
���! Xn�1

dn�1X
���! Xn �! 0;

��nX� W � � � �! Xn�3
dn�3X
���! Xn�2

dn�2X
���! Xn�1

dn�1X
���! Ker.dnX / �! 0;

together with canonical chain maps

X� ! X�nC1 ! X�n and ��nX� ! ��nC1X� ! X�:

Dually, right-truncated complexes X�n and ��nX� (by taking cokernels on the left) can
be defined. Further, there are bi-truncated complexes for a pair of integers .n; m/ with
n < m:

X Œn;m/ W 0 �! Xn
dnX
��! XnC1 �! � � �

dm�2X
���! Xm�1

dm�1X
���! Ker.dmX / �! 0;

X .n;m� W 0 �! Coker.dn�1X /
dnX
��! XnC1 �! � � �

dm�2X
���! Xm�1

dm�1X
���! Xm �! 0:

where dnX is induced from dnX .
Let Hn.X�/ be the cohomology of X� in degree n. Then Hn.�/ is a functor from

C.A/ to A for all n.
Next, we recall the definition of semi-orthogonal decompositions of triangulated cat-

egories (for example, see Chapter 11 of [25]). Note that semi-orthogonal decompositions
are also termed hereditary torsion pairs (see Chapter I.2 of [10]). They are closely related
to Bousfield localizations (see Section 9.1 of [31]) and to t -structures of triangulated cat-
egories (see [9]).

Definition 2.1. Let D be a triangulated category. A pair .X; Y/ of full subcategories X

and Y of D is called a semi-orthogonal decomposition of D if
(1) X and Y are triangulated subcategories of D.
(2) HomD.X; Y / D 0 for all X 2 X and Y 2 Y.
(3) For D 2 D, there is a triangle in D,

XD
fD
�! D

gD

�! Y D �! XDŒ1�;

such that XD 2 X and Y D 2 Y.

The following is well known (for example, see Chapter I.2 of [10]), and will be used
later.
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Lemma 2.2. Let .X;Y/ be a semi-orthogonal decomposition of D. The following hold.
.1/ The inclusion i WX! D has a right adjoint R WD! X given by D 7! XD for

each D 2 D, such that fD is the counit adjunction morphism of D. Dually, the inclusion
j WY! D has a left adjoint L WD! Y given by D 7! Y D for each D 2 D such that gD

is the unit adjunction morphism of D.
.2/ Ker.L/ D X, and L induces a triangle equivalence L WD=X ! Y of which a

quasi-inverse is the composition of j with the localization functor D ! D=X. Dually,
Ker.R/D Y, and R induces a triangle equivalence R WD=Y!X of which a quasi-inverse
is the composition of i with the localization functor D! D=Y.

Semi-orthogonal decompositions are intimately connected with recollements of trian-
gulated categories introduced by Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne in [9] for understanding
derived categories of perverse sheaves over singular spaces. Later, this has widely been
used in representation theories of algebraic groups, Lie algebras and associative algebras
(see, for example, [6, 15, 19, 23]).

Definition 2.3 ([9]). Let D , D 0 and D 00 be triangulated categories. The category D is
called a recollement of D 0 and D 00 (or there is a recollement among D 00;D and D 0) if
there are six triangle functors

D 00
i�DiŠ // D

j ŠDj� //

i Š

^^

i�

��
D 0

j�

^^

jŠ

��

satisfying the following four properties:
(1) The four pairs .i�; i�/, .iŠ; i Š/, .jŠ; j Š/ and .j �; j�/ of functors are adjoint.
(2) The three functors i�, j� and jŠ are fully faithful.
(3) i Šj� D 0 (and thus also j ŠiŠ D 0 and i�jŠ D 0).
(4) There are two triangles for each object D in D :

iŠ i
Š.D/ �! D �! j� j

�.D/ �! iŠ i
Š.D/Œ1�

and
jŠ j

Š.D/ �! D �! i� i
�.D/ �! jŠ j

Š.D/Œ1�;

where iŠ i Š.D/!D and jŠ j Š.D/!D are counit adjunction morphisms, andD!
j�j
�.D/ and D ! i� i

�.D/ are unit adjunction morphisms.

If D is a recollement of D 0 and D 00, the pairs .Im.jŠ/; Im.i�// and .Im.i�/; Im.j�//
are semi-orthogonal decompositions of D (see Lemma 2.6 in [14]).

Next, we recall the definition of homotopy colimits and limits in triangulated categor-
ies.

Definition 2.4 ([12,31]). Let D be a triangulated category such that countable coproducts
exist in D. Let

X0
f0
�! X1

f1
�! X2

f2
�! � � �

fn
�! XnC1 �! � � �
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be a sequence of objects and morphisms in D. The homotopy colimit of this sequence,
denoted by Hocolim

������!
.Xn/, is given, up to non-canonical isomorphism, by the triangleM

n�1

Xn
.1�f�/
�!

M
n�1

Xn �! Hocolim
������!

.Xn/ �!
M
n�1

XnŒ1�;

where the morphism .1 � f�/ is induced by .IdXi ;�fi / W Xi ! Xi ˚XiC1 �
L
n�1Xn

for all i 2 N.
Dually, the homotopy limit, denoted by Holim

 ����
, of a sequence of objects and morphisms

in a triangulated category with countable products can be defined.

Now, we consider homotopy colimits and limits in derived categories of abelian cat-
egories. Let A be an abelian category. Recall that A satisfies AB4 if coproducts indexed
over sets exist in A and coproducts of short exact sequences in A are exact. Dually, A sat-
isfies AB40 if products indexed over sets exist in A and products of short exact sequences
in A are exact. An example of abelian categories satisfying both AB4 and AB40 is the
module category of a ring. A full subcategory B of the abelian category A is called an
abelian subcategory of A if B is an abelian category and the inclusion B ! A is an
exact functor between abelian categories. This is equivalent to saying that B is closed
under taking kernels and cokernels in A.

The following result is known, see Lemma 6.1 in [32] and its dual.

Lemma 2.5. Let A be an abelian category satisfying AB4 and AB40. For a complex
X� 2 C.A/, there are isomorphisms in K.A/ (and also in D.A//,

X� ' Hocolim
������!

.X��n/ ' Hocolim
������!

.X Œ�n;nC1// ' Holim
 ����

.X�n/ ' Holim
 ����

.X .�n;nC1�/;

where n runs over all natural numbers.

For the convenience of the reader, we mention the following fact on adjoint pairs of
functors.

Lemma 2.6. Let F WC!D andGWD!C be two functors of categories such that .F;G/
forms a adjoint pair. Suppose that G is fully faithful.

.1/ The counit �WF ıG ! IdD is an isomorphism.

.2/ G gives rise to an equivalence D ! Im.G/ with the quasi-inverse given by the
restriction of F to Im.G/. In particular, if C 2 Im.G/, then the unit �C WC ! GF.C/ is
an isomorphism.

To judge the faithfulness of triangle functors, we need the following result in which
part .1/ follows from the dual statement of Lemma 10.3 in [27], while part .2/ follows
from [34], p. 446.

Lemma 2.7. Let D and D0 be triangulated categories.
.1/ Suppose that X and Y are full triangulated subcategories of D. If each morphism

X ! Y in D withX 2X and Y 2 Y admits a factorisationX !N ! Y withN 2X\ Y,
then the canonical triangle functor X=.X \ Y/! D=Y is fully faithful.

.2/ Let F WD ! D0 be a triangle functor. If F is full and sends nonzero objects to
nonzero objects, then it is faithful.
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2.2. Derived categories of exact categories

An exact category (in the sense of Quillen) is by definition an additive category endowed
with a class of conflations closed under isomorphism and satisfying certain axioms (see
Section 4 in [27] for details). When the additive category is abelian, the class of conflations
coincides with the class of short exact sequences.

Let E be an exact category and let F be a full subcategory of E . Suppose that F is
closed under extensions in E , that is, for any conflation 0! X ! Y ! Z! 0 in E with
both X;Z 2 F , we have Y 2 F . Then F, endowed with the conflations in E having their
terms in F, is an exact category, and the inclusion F � E is a fully faithful exact functor.
In this case, F is called a fully exact subcategory of E (see Section 4 in [27]).

From now on, let A be an abelian category and E a fully exact subcategory of A.
A complex X� 2 C.E/ is said to be strictly exact if it is exact in C.A/ and all of its
boundaries belong to E . Let Kac.E/ be the full subcategory of K.E/ consisting of those
complexes which are isomorphic to strictly exact complexes. Then Kac.E/ is a full tri-
angulated subcategory of K.E/ closed under direct summands. The unbounded derived
category of E , denoted by D.E/, is defined to be the Verdier quotient of K.E/ by Kac.E/.
Similarly, the bounded-below, bounded-above and bounded derived categories DC.E/,
D�.E/ and Db.E/ can be defined. Observe that the canonical functor D�.E/! D.E/ is
fully faithful for � 2 ¹C;�; bº.

If F W E1 ! E2 is an additive functor of exact categories, then F induces a functor
K.F /WK.E1/ ! K.E2/ of homotopy categories. Further, if F is an exact functor, that
is, F sends conflations in E1 to the ones in E2, then F induces a functor D.F /WD.E1/!
D.E2/ of derived categories.

Let F and E be fully exact subcategories of A with F � E . Then F can be regarded
as a fully exact subcategory of E . We consider the following three conditions:
(a) If 0! X ! Y ! Z ! 0 is an exact sequence in A, with X 2 E and Y; Z 2 F ,

then X 2 F .
(b) Any exact sequence 0! E1 ! E0 ! F ! 0 in A, with E1; E0 2 E and F 2 F ,

fits into an exact commutative diagram

0 // F1 //

��

F0 //

��

F // 0

0 // E1 // E0 // F // 0

with F1; F0 2 F .
(c) There is a natural number n such that, for each object E 2 E , there is a long exact

sequence in A,

0 �! Fn
fn
�! � � �

f2
�! F1

f1
�! F0

f0
�! E �! 0;

with Fi 2 F and Im.fi / 2 E for all 0 � i � n.
The following result describes impacts of these conditions on derived categories.

Lemma 2.8. .1/ If (a) and (b) hold, then the inclusion F � E induces a fully faithful
triangle functor D�.F /! D�.E/.
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.2/ If E is closed under direct summands in A and if (a) and (c) hold, then the
inclusion F � E induces a triangle equivalence D.F / ! D.E/ which restricts to an
equivalence D�.F /! D�.E/ for any � 2 ¹C;�; bº.

Proof. (1) follows from the dual of Theorem 12.1 in [27] (see also Proposition A.2.1
in [33]), while (2) follows from Proposition A.5.6 in [33].

If all arrows in (a), (b) and (c) are reversed, we get dual conditions of (a), (b) and (c),
respectively. So the dual version of Lemma 2.8 holds true.

2.3. Derived functors of the module categories of rings

Let R be a (unitary associative) ring. The full subcategories of projective and injective
R-modules are denoted by R-Proj and R-Inj, respectively. If M 2 R-Mod and I is a
nonempty set, then M .I / and M I denote the direct sum and product of I copies of M ,
respectively. The projective dimension and the endomorphism ring of M are denoted by
proj.dim.RM/ and EndR.M/, respectively.

A full subcategory T ofR-Mod is called a thick subcategory if it is closed under direct
summands in R-Mod and has the two out of three property: for any short exact sequence
0! X ! Y ! Z ! 0 in R-Mod with two terms in T , the third term belongs to T as
well.

We write C.R/, K.R/ and D.R/ for C.R-Mod/, K.R-Mod/ and D.R-Mod/, respect-
ively, and regard R-Mod as the subcategory of D.R/ consisting of all stalk complexes
concentrated in degree zero.

Now we recall some definitions and basic facts on derived functors (see [26, 36] for
more details). Let K.R/P (respectively, K.R/I ) be the smallest full triangulated sub-
category of K.R/, which contains all the bounded-above (respectively, bounded-below)
complexes of projective (respectively, injective) R-modules, and is closed under arbitrary
direct sums (respectively, direct products). Since K.R-Proj/ satisfies these two properties,
we have K.R/P � K.R-Proj/. Let Kac.R/ be the full subcategory of K.R/ consisting
of all exact complexes. Then .K.R/P ;Kac.R// forms a semi-orthogonal decomposition
of K.R/ (see the dual version of Proposition 2.12 in [12]). Let p.�/WK.R/! K.R/P be
a right adjoint of the inclusion K.R/P ! K.R/. Then, by Lemma 2.2, the functor p.�/
induces a triangle equivalence D.R/

'
�! K.R/P of which a quasi-inverse is the com-

position of the inclusion K.R/P ! K.R/ with the localization functor K.R/! D.R/.
Moreover, for each X� in K.R/, the associated counit adjunction morphism ˛X� WpX

�

! X� is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus ˛X� or simply pX� is called a projective resolution
of X� in D.R/. For example, if X is an R-module, then pX can be chosen as a deleted
projective resolution of RX . Dually, .Kac.R/;K.R/I / is a semi-orthogonal decomposi-
tion of K.R/ (see Proposition 2.12 in [12]). In particular, there exists a quasi-isomorphism
ˇX� WX

� ! iX
� in K.R/ with iX

� 2 K.R/I . The complex iX
� is called the injective

resolution of X� in D.R/. In particular, HomK.R/.P
�; X�/ ' HomD.R/.P

�; X�/ and
HomK.R/.X

�; I �/ ' HomD.R/.X
�; I �/ for P � 2 K.R/P ; I

� 2 K.R/I and X� 2 K.R/.
Let S be another ring. For a triangle functor F WK.R/! K.S/, its total left-derived

functor LF WD.R/ ! D.S/ is defined by X� 7! F.pX
�/, and its total right-derived

functor RF WD.R/ ! D.S/ is defined by X� 7! F.iX
�/. Further, if F.X�/ is exact
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whenever X� is exact, then F induces a triangle functor D.F /WD.R/! D.S/, X� 7!
F.X�/. In this case, up to natural isomorphism, LF D RF D D.F /, and D.F / is called
the derived functor of F .

Given a complex M � of R-S -bimodules, we denote by RHomR.M
�; �/ the total

right-derived functor of Hom�R.M
�;�/, and we denote byM �˝L

S � the total left-derived
functor of M � ˝�S �. Then .M � ˝L

S �;RHomR.M
�;�// is an adjoint pair of triangle

functors. In case of Y 2 S -Mod andX 2R-Mod, we writeM �˝S Y and HomR.M
�; X/

for M � ˝�S Y and Hom�R.M
�; X/, respectively.

3. Symmetric subcategories of abelian categories

Now we introduce n-symmetric subcategories of an abelian category for n � 0.
Recall that an abelian category is complete (respectively, cocomplete) if it has products

(respectively, coproducts) indexed over sets; and bicomplete if it is both complete and
cocomplete.

Definition 3.1. Let n 2 N, and let A be a bicomplete abelian category. An additive full
subcategory B of A is said to be n-symmetric if

(1) B is closed under extensions, products and coproducts.
(2) For any exact sequence 0! X !Mn! � � � !M1!M0! Y ! 0 in A with all

Mi 2 B, we have X; Y 2 B.

Remark 3.2. Let B be an additive full subcategory of a bicomplete abelian category A.
.1/ If B is an n-symmetric subcategory of A, then B is an exact, thick subcategory

of A. It is also .nC 1/-symmetric.
.2/ If Bi is an mi -symmetric subcategories of A for i D 1; 2, then the category

B1 \B2 is a max¹m1; m2º-symmetric subcategory of A.
.3/ If B is closed under extensions and satisfies Definition 3.1(2), then B is an n-wide

subcategory of A in the sense of Definition 4.1 in [29].
.4/ B is 0-symmetric if and only if B is a Serre subcategory (that is, closed under

subobjects, quotient objects and extensions) closed under coproducts and products if and
only if B is a localizing subcategory (that is, a Serre subcategory closed under coproducts)
closed under products. B is 1-symmetric if and only if B is an abelian subcategory closed
under extensions, coproducts and products.

In particular, if R is a unitary ring and A D R-Mod, then a full subcategory B of A

is 0-symmetric if and only if there is an ideal I of R with I 2 D I such that

B D .R=I /-Mod D ¹M 2 R-Mod j IM D 0º:

This follows from Proposition 6.12 in [35].
A full subcategory B of A is 1-symmetric if and only if there is a ring epimorphism

�WR! S with TorR1 .S; S/D 0 such that B coincides with the image of the induced fully
faithful functor ��WS -Mod! R-Mod, that is, B D Im.��/ ' S -Mod. This can be seen
by Lemma 2.1 in [14].
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Proposition 3.3. Let A and C be bicomplete abelian categories satisfying AB4 and AB40,
and let F WD.A/!D.C/ be a triangle functor commuting with coproducts and products.
If there are integers s � r such that H i .FX/ D 0 for all X 2 A, r < i , or i < s, then
E WD A \ Ker.F / is an .r � s/-symmetric subcategory of A.

Proof. It is easy to see that E is an additive subcategory and closed under extensions, cop-
roducts and products. Let n WD r � s and let 0!X!Mn! � � � !M1!M0! Y ! 0

be an exact sequence in A withMj 2 E for all j . By assumption, we haveH i .F.Y //D 0

for i > r or i < s. Now, let s � i � r . Then nC 1C i � nC 1C sD r C 1. It follows from
F.Mj /D 0 for 0� j � n that F.Y /' F.X/ŒnC 1� in D.C/. This impliesH i .F.Y //'

H i .F.X/ŒnC 1�/'HnC1Ci .F.X// for i 2 Z. In particular,H i .F.Y //D 0 by assump-
tion. Thus H i .F.Y // D 0 for all i 2 Z and Y 2 Ker.F /. This also shows X 2 Ker.F /.
Thus E is an n-symmetric subcategory of A.

As an application of Proposition 3.3, we consider the module categories of rings.

Example 3.4. Let R and S be rings, and let RMS be an R-S -bimodule.
.1/ If MS has a finite projective resolution of length n by finitely generated projective

right S -modules, that is, there is an exact sequence

0! Qn ! � � � ! Q1 ! Q0 !MS ! 0

with all Qj being finitely generated projective right S -modules, then Ker.M ˝L
S �/ \

S -Mod is an n-symmetric subcategory of S -Mod. In this case, taking F WD M ˝L
S �,

s WD �n and r WD 0, we then get H i .F.X// D TorS
�i .M; X/ D 0 for X 2 S -Mod and

r < i or i < s. Note that

Ker.M ˝L
S �/ \ S -Mod D ¹Y 2 S -Mod j TorSi .M; Y / D 0;8i � 0º:

.2/ If RM has a finite projective resolution of length n by finitely generated projective
modules, then Ker.RHomR.M;�// \R-Mod is an n-symmetric subcategory of R-Mod.
In this case, taking F WD RHomR.M;�/, s WD 0 and r WD n, we then get H i .F.X// D

ExtiR.M;X/ D 0 for X 2 R-Mod and r < i or i < s. Clearly,

Ker.RHomR.M;�// \R-Mod D ¹X 2 R-Mod j ExtiR.M;X/ D 0;8i � 0º:

.3/ Let AT be a good n-tilting A-module (n � 0) with B WD EndA.T /. Then the cat-
egory

E WD Ker.T ˝L
B �/ \ B-Mod

is always an n-symmetric subcategory of B-Mod. In fact, since AT is good, the right B-
module TB has a finite projective resolution of length n by finitely generated projective
right B-modules. Now (3) follows from (1). Further, E is 0-symmetric if and only if AT
is pure-projective if and only if the heart of the t -structure induced from the tilting mod-
uleAT is a Grothendieck category by Theorems 5.12 and 7.5 in [6], and E is 1-symmetric
if and only if AT is homological by Theorem 1.1 in [16].
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4. Tilting modules and derived recollements

This entire section is devoted to proving Theorem 1.2. Roughly speaking, the strategy is to
find a right adjoint of the derived functorD.i/ induced from the inclusion i WE! B-Mod,
and then to show that Ker.G/ is triangle equivalent to D.E/. We first make a couple of
preparations.

4.1. Derived functors induced by good tilting modules

Throughout this section,A denotes a unitary ring, T a good n-tiltingA-module with .T1/,
.T 2/, and .T 3/ for a natural number n, and B WD EndA.T /. Further, we define

G WD AT ˝
L
B � W D.B/ �! D.A/ and H WD RHomA.T;�/ W D.A/ �! D.B/

to be the total left- and right-derived functors of ATB , respectively. We write

�0 W IdB-Mod �! HomA.T; T ˝B �/ and � W IdD.B/ �! H ıG

for the unit adjunctions associated with the adjoint pairs .T ˝B �; HomA.T; �// and
.G;H/, respectively. Recall that the restriction of the localization functor K.B/!D.B/

to K.B/p is a triangle equivalence. A quasi-inverse of this equivalence is denoted by

p.�/ W D.B/ �! K.B/P :

Without loss of generality, we assume that pM is a deleted projective resolution of a
B-module M . Moreover, let

E WD Ker.T ˝L
B �/ \ B-Mod;

which is a fully exact subcategory of B-Mod.
The derived categories D.A/ and D.B/ are related by the following recollement,

which was implied by Theorem 2.2 in [7]. For a detailed explanation of the existence
of the recollement, we refer to Lemma 5.3 in [16].

Theorem 4.1 ([7]). There exists a recollement of triangulated categories:

Ker.G/ // D.B/
G //

ee

yy
D.A/

H

dd

zz
:

In particular, .Ker.G/; Im.H// is a semi-orthogonal decomposition of D.B/.

Observe that the modulesAT and TB have finite projective dimension. In fact, TB has
a finite projective resolution by finitely generated projective right B-modules since AT is
good. The next result is deduced from Theorem 10.5.9 and Corollary 10.5.11 in [36].

Lemma 4.2. .1/ Let ˛Y � W pY � ! Y � be the projective resolution of the complex Y �

in D.B/. If TorBj .T; Y
i / D 0 for all i 2 Z and j � 1, then

T ˝B ˛Y � W G.Y
�/ D T ˝B pY

�
�! T ˝B Y

�

is an isomorphism in D.A/.
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.2/ Let ˇX� WX� ! iX
� be the injective resolution of the complex X� in D.A/. If

ExtjA.T;X
i / D 0 for all i 2 Z and j � 1, then

HomA.T; ˇX�/ W HomA.T;X�/ �! HomA.T; iX�/ D H.X�/

is an isomorphism in D.B/.

Combining Theorem 4.1 with Lemma 4.2, we have the following.

Lemma 4.3. .1/ For each P 2 B-Proj, the unit adjunction morphism

�0P W P �! HomA.T; T ˝B P /

is injective with Coker.�0P / 2 E.
.2/ For each M � 2 D.B/, there is a commutative diagram of triangles in D.B/:

Coker.�0
pM �

/Œ�1� //
pM

�
�0
pM� //

' ˛M�

��

HomA.T; T ˝B pM �/

' HomA.T;ˇT˝BpM� /

��

// Coker.�0
pM �

/

Coker.�0
pM �

/Œ�1� // M �
�M� // H ıG.M �/ // Coker.�0

pM �
/;

where �0
pM �
WD .�0

pMn/n2Z and Coker.�0
pM �

/ 2 Ker.G/.

.3/ We have that

Ker.G/ D ¹Y � 2 D.B/ j Y � ' Y � in D.B/ with Y i 2 E for all i 2 Zº

and

Im.H/D¹Z� 2D.B/ jZ�'Z� in D.B/ with Zi 2HomA.T;Add .T // for all i 2Zº;

where HomA.T;Add .T // WD ¹HomA.T; T 0/ 2 B-Mod j T 0 2 Add .AT /º.

Proof. (1) Since the canonical map HomA.T; T /.˛/! HomA.T; T .˛// is injective for any
nonempty set ˛, the map �0P is injective for any free B-module P , and thus �0P is inject-
ive for any projective B-module P . By Lemma 4.2, H ıG.P / ' HomA.T; T ˝B P /. It
follows from Theorem 4.1 that there exists a triangle

X�P �! P
�0P
�! HomA.T; T ˝B P / �! X�P Œ1�

in D.B/ with X�P 2 Ker.G/. As �0P is injective, we have Coker.�0P / ' X
�
P Œ1� 2 Ker.G/,

and therefore Coker.�0P / 2 E.

(2) Recall that pM � 2 K.B/P � K.B-Proj/ and ExtjA.T; T
.˛// D 0 for all j � 1

and nonempty sets ˛. Thus part (2) follows from Theorem 4.1, Definition 2.3(4) and
Lemma 4.2(2).

.3/ This is shown in Proposition 4.6 of [14] for good 1-tilting modules, but the proof
there also works for good n-tilting modules.
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Thanks to Theorem 3.5 in [6], for any tilting module AU , there exists a t -structure
in D.A/ associated with AU such that its heart is

H .U / WD ¹X 2 D.A/ j HomD.A/.U;XŒn�/ D 0 for all n ¤ 0º;

and that H .U / contains Add .AU/ and is an abelian category of which projective objects
are isomorphic in D.A/ to modules in Add .AU/.

In the sequel, for the good tilting A-module T , we set H WD H .T /.

Lemma 4.4 (Proposition 5.5 in [6]). .1/ The restriction of H to H yields an exact and
fully faithful functor

HT D HomH .T;�/ W H �! B-Mod:

.2/ Im.HT / D Im.H/ \ B-Mod.

.3/ HT has a left adjoint F WB-Mod! H given by the composition of the restriction
of G to B-Mod with the left adjoint of the inclusion H ! U, where

U WD ¹X 2 D.A/ j HomD.A/.T;XŒn�/ D 0 for all n > 0º:

Now, let Y WD Im.HT /. Then the functor HT induces an equivalence H ' Y. More-
over, we have the following.

Corollary 4.5. .1/ The restriction of HT to Add .AT / coincides with the restriction of
HomA.T;�/ to Add .AT /, and the restriction of F , defined in Lemma 4.4(3), to B-Proj
coincides with the restriction of T ˝B � to B-Proj.

.2/ Y is an abelian subcategory of B-Mod closed under isomorphisms, extensions
and direct products. Moreover, a B-module M is a projective object of Y if and only if
M ' HomA.T; T 0/ for some T 0 2 Add .AT /.

Proof. (1) If P 2 B-Proj, then G.P / D T ˝B P 2 Add .AT / � U. Now, Corollary 4.5
follows from Lemma 4.4(1) and (3).

(2) By Lemma 4.4(1), we have the equivalence HT WH ! Y, while the projective
objects of H are objects of Add .AT /, up to isomorphism in D.A/. Hence (2) follows.

In general, the category E is not an abelian subcategory of B-Mod. Nevertheless, we
prove that E is a symmetric subcategory.

Lemma 4.6. .1/ E is an n-symmetric subcategory of B-Mod, and therefore a thick sub-
category of B-Mod.

.2/ If a B-module M is isomorphic in D.B/ to a complex with all terms in E, then M
belongs to E.

.3/ Let E0 WD ¹Coker.�0P / j P 2 B-Projº. Then a B-moduleM 2 E if and only if there
exists an exact sequence 0! M ! E1 ! E1 ! 0 of B-modules such that E1 2 E0
and E1 admits a long exact sequence

� � � �! Ei �! � � � �! E2 �! E1 �! E1 �! 0

with Ei 2 E0 for all i � 1.
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Proof. .1/ follows from Example 3.4(3), while .2/ is due to the characterization of Ker.G/
in Lemma 4.3(3).

(3) The sufficiency of .3/ follows from .1/. To show the necessity of .3/, we take
M 2 E. Then G.M/ D 0. Let pM WD .P�i /i2N be a deleted projective resolution of M .
By Lemma 4.3(2), MŒ1� ' Coker.�0

pM
/ in D.B/. Define Ei WD Coker.�0

P�i
/ for each

i 2 N. Then Coker.�0
pM
/ has the form

� � � �! Ei �! Ei�1 �! � � � �! E2
d2
�! E1

d1
�! E0 �! 0;

whereEi is of the degree�i . SinceP�i lies inB-Proj, we haveEi 2E0 by Lemma 4.3(1).
Note thatH i .Coker.�0

pM
// 'H iC1.M/ D 0 for i ¤ �1, and thatH�1.Coker.�0

pM
// '

H 0.M/ D M . Now, we write d1 as the composite of the canonical surjection � WE1 !
Coker.d2/ with d 01WCoker.d2/! E0, due to d2d1 D 0. Then d 01 is surjective and Ker.d 01/
'M . Let E1 WD Coker.d2/ and E1 WD E0. Then the necessity of .3/ holds.

The category E can be regarded as a fully exact subcategory of B-Mod. Moreover, a
complex X� 2 C.E/ is strictly exact (see Section 2.2) if and only if it is exact in C.B/

by Lemma 4.6(2). This implies that Kac.E/ is the full triangulated subcategory of K.E/
consisting of exact complexes. Moreover, by Lemma 4.6(1), Kac.E/ is closed under arbit-
rary direct sums and products in K.B/, and therefore in K.E/. Recall that the unbounded
derived category D.E/ of E is defined to be the Verdier quotient of K.E/ by Kac.E/.
Then D.E/ has direct sums and products, and the localization functor K.E/! D.E/ pre-
serves direct sums and products by Lemma 1.5 in [12] and its dual statement.

The inclusions

i WE �! B-Mod and j W Y �! B-Mod

are exact functors between exact categories and induce automatically the derived functors:

D.i/ W D.E/ �! D.B/ and D.j / W D.Y/ �! D.B/:

Moreover, by Lemma 4.3(1), there are another two additive functors between additive
categories:

HomA.T; T ˝B �/ W B-Proj �! Y; X 7! HomA.T; T ˝B X/;
Coker.�0�/ W B-Proj �! E; X 7! Coker.�0X /;

for X 2 B-Proj. Here we fix an exact sequence

0 �! X
�0X
�! HomA.T; T ˝B X/ �! Coker.�0X / �! 0

for each X . Since K.B/P is a triangulated subcategory of K.B-Proj/, we can define the
following derived functors ‰WD.B/ ! D.Y/ and ˆWD.B/ ! D.E/ between derived
categories of exact categories, where

‰ W D.B/
p.�/ // K.B/P

HomA.T;T˝B�/// K.Y/
QY // D.Y/ ;

ˆ W D.B/
p.�/ // K.B/P

Coker.�0�/ // K.E/
QE // D.E/ ;
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with QY and QE the localization functors. By Lemma 4.3(2), there is a commutative
diagram of natural transformations among triangle endofunctors of D.B/:

.]/ D.i/ ıˆŒ�1� // IdD.B/
// D.j / ı‰

'

��

// D.i/ ıˆ

D.i/ ıˆŒ�1� // IdD.B/

� // H ıG // D.i/ ıˆ:

This yields a commutative diagram of triangles in D.B/ if applied to an object in D.B/.
Let D.HT /WD.H / ! D.B/ be the derived functor of HT , and let LF WD.B/ !

D.H / be the total left-derived functor of F . Since, by Lemma 4.4(3), .F; HT / is an
adjoint pair, we see that .LF;D.HT // is an adjoint pair.

Lemma 4.7. .1/ Let HT WD.H /! D.Y/ be the equivalence induced by HT . Then

D.HT / D D.j / ıHT ; ‰ D HT ı LF and Im.D.j // D Im.H/:

Moreover, .‰;D.j // is an adjoint pair and D.j / is a fully faithful functor.
.2/ Let �WKer.G/! D.B/ and �W Im.H/! D.B/ be the inclusion functors. Then

D.i/D� ıD.i/ andD.j /D� ıD.j /, namely the following commutative diagrams exist:

D.E/
D.i/ //

D.i/

%%

D.B/

Ker.G/
�+

�

99 and D.Y/
D.j/ //

D.j/

$$

D.B/:

Im.H/
�,

�

99

.3/ Ker.D.i// D 0, Ker.ˆ/ D Im.H/, and ˆ commutes with direct products. More-
over, ˆ induces a triangle functor

ˆ W D.B/=Im.H/ �! D.E/

which commutes with direct products.
.4/ The two compositions

Ker.G/
�
�! D.B/

Q
�! D.B/=Im.H/ and D.B/=Im.H/

ˆŒ�1�
�! D.E/

D.i/
�! Ker.G/

are quasi-inverse triangle equivalences, whereQ denotes the localization functor. In par-
ticular, D.i/ ıˆŒ�1�WD.B/! Ker.G/ is a right adjoint of �.

Proof. .1/ Clearly, HT induces an equivalence H 0T WH ! Y. Denote its derived functor
by HT WD.H / ! D.Y/. Hence HT D j ı H 0T . Since all functors in this equality are
exact, we have D.HT / D D.j / ıHT . Note that LF is the composition of the functors:

D.B/
p.�/ // K.B/P

� � // K.B-Proj/ �
� // K.B/

F // K.H /
QH // D.H / :

By Corollary 4.5, the restriction of F WK.B/! K.H / to K.B-Proj/ coincides with that
of AT ˝B �, and has its image in K.Add .AT //, while the restriction of HT WK.H /!
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K.Y/ to K.Add .AT // coincides with the restriction of HomA.T;�/. It follows that ‰ D
HT ı LF . Since HT is an equivalence, .‰; D.j // is an adjoint pair and Im.D.j // D
Im.D.HT //. By Lemma 4.3(3), Im.H/ � Im.D.HT //.

To show Im.D.HT //� Im.H/, we apply the technique of homotopy limits in derived
categories.

Let M � 2 C.B/. By Lemma 2.5, M � ' Holim
 ����

.M .�n;nC1�/ in D.B/ where n 2 N.

Suppose M � 2 C.Y/. Then M .�n;nC1� 2 Cb.Y/ by Corollary 4.5(2). Further, by The-
orem 4.1, Im.H/ is a triangulated subcategory of D.B/ closed under direct products. It
follows from Y � Im.H/ thatM .�n;nC1� 2 Im.H/ and furtherM � 2 Im.H/. This shows
Im.D.HT // � Im.H/, Thus Im.H/ D Im.D.HT // D Im.D.j //.

Now, we show that the counit adjunction �WLF ıD.HT /! IdD.H/ is an isomorph-
ism. This implies that both D.HT / and D.j / are fully faithful functors since HT is an
equivalence.

In fact, the adjoint pair .F;HT / induces an adjoint pair .K.F /; K.HT // of functors
between K.H / and K.B/. Let �0WK.F / ıK.HT /! IdK.H/ be its counit adjunction, and
let  0W IdK.B/ ! K.HT / ıK.F / be its unit adjunction. Now, let X 2 D.H /, let Q� WD
p.K.HT /.X//, and let ˛Q� WQ�!K.HT /.X/ be the projective resolution ofK.HT /.X/
in D.B/. Then �X WLF ıD.HT /.X/! X is given by the composition of K.F /.˛Q�/,
with �0X WK.F / ı K.HT /.X/ ! X . Since HT is fully faithful by Lemma 4.4(1), the
morphism K.HT /WK.H /! K.B/ is fully faithful. This implies that �0X is an isomorph-
ism by Lemma 2.6(1). Thus �X is an isomorphism in D.H / if and only ifK.F /.˛Q�/ is a
quasi-isomorphism. SinceHT WH ! B-Mod is exact and fully faithful by Lemma 4.4(1),
for each U 2 K.H /, we see that U 2 Kac.H / if and only if K.HT /.U / 2 Kac.B/. Con-
sequently, K.F /.˛Q�/ is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if so is K.HT / ıK.F /.˛Q�/.
SinceQ� 2K.B/P �K.B-Proj/, we getK.HT /K.F /.Q�/D HomA.T; T ˝B Q�/ and
 0Q� D �

0
Q� . Moreover, H ı G.Q�/ ' HomA.T; T ˝B Q�/ in D.B/ by Lemma 4.3(2),

and therefore there exists a diagram

Q�

�Q�

��

Q�
˛Q� //

 0
Q�

��

K.HT /.X/

' 0
HT .X/

��
H ıG.Q�/

' // K.HT / ıK.F /.Q�/
K.HT /ıK.F /.˛Q� /// K.HT /ıK.F /ıK.HT /.X/

in which the left square is commutative in D.B/ and the right square is commutat-
ive in K.B/. Note that the isomorphism  0

HT .X/
follows from Lemma 2.6(2) and the

fact that K.HT /.X/ lies in Im.K.HT //. Since Im.H/ D Im.D.HT // by .1/, we have
Q� ' K.HT /.X/ 2 Im.H/. Recall that H is fully faithful. Thus �Q� is an isomorphism
in D.B/, and further, K.HT / ı K.F /.˛Q�/ is an isomorphism in D.B/. As K.HT / ı
K.F /.˛Q�/ is represented by a chain map, it is a quasi-isomorphism. This shows that �
is a natural isomorphism.

.2/ This follows from .1/ and Lemma 4.3(3).

.3/ By Lemma 4.6(2), X� 2 C.E/ is strictly exact if and only if it is exact in C.B/.
This implies Ker.D.i// D 0, and therefore Ker.D.i/ ıˆ/ D Ker.ˆ/. By .1/ and .]/, we
have Im.H/ D Ker.ˆ/. Thus ˆ induces a triangle functor ˆWD.B/=Im.H/ ! D.E/.
Since Im.H/ � D.B/ is closed under direct products, D.B/=Im.H/ has direct products
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and the localization functorQ in .4/ commutes with direct products by the dual statement
of Lemma 1.5 in [12]. As D.B/ and D.B/=Im.H/ have the same objects, ˆ commutes
with direct products if and only if so does ˆ. Now let ¹Miºi2I be a family of objects
in D.B/ together with the projections �i W

Q
i2I Mi ! Mi , where I is a non-empty set.

To prove that the canonical morphism � Wˆ.
Q
i2I Mi /!

Q
i2I ˆ.Mi / in D.E/ induced

from ¹ˆ.�i /ºi2I is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that D.i/.�/ is an isomorphism
in D.B/. The reason reads as follows: � can be embedded into a triangle in D.E/,

ˆ
�Y
i2I

Mi

�
�!

Y
i2I

ˆ.Mi / �! W �! ˆ
�Y
i2I

Mi

�
Œ1�;

andD.i/.W /D 0 ifD.i/.�/ is an isomorphism. It then follows from Ker.D.i//D 0 that
W D 0 and � is an isomorphism in D.E/.

Indeed, since D.i/ commutes with direct products by Lemma 4.6(1), it is enough to
show that the canonical morphismD.i/ ıˆ.

Q
i2I Mi /!

Q
i2I .D.i/ ıˆ.Mi // in D.B/

induced from ¹D.i/ ı ˆ.�i /ºi2I is an isomorphism, that is, D.i/ ı ˆ commutes with
direct products. But this follows from the diagram .]/ and the fact thatH andG commute
with direct products. Thus ˆ and therefore ˆ commute with direct products.

.4/ By Theorem 4.1, the pair .Ker.G/; Im.H// is a semi-orthogonal decomposition
of D.B/. By .3/, Ker.D.i/ ıˆŒ�1�/DKer.ˆ/D Im.H/. It follows from the diagram .]/

and Lemma 2.2 that D.i/ ıˆŒ�1�WD.B/! Ker.G/ is a right adjoint of � and induces a
triangle equivalence D.i/ ıˆŒ�1�WD.B/=Im.H/! Ker.G/. Thus .4/ holds.

Remark 4.8. The functors H and G restrict to functors between bounded-above derived
categories since both AT and TB have finite projective dimension. This implies that the
pair .D�.B/\Ker.G/;D�.B/\ Im.H// is a semi-orthogonal decomposition of D�.B/.
Moreover, by definition,ˆ and‰ also restrict to functors between bounded-above derived
categories:

ˆ� W D�.B/! D�.E/ and ‰� W D�.B/! D�.Y/:

Thus Lemma 4.7 holds true for bounded-above derived categories.

4.2. Fully faithful triangle functors between derived categories

In this section we develop properties of triangle functors needed in our proofs. The main
result of the section is that the triangle functor D.i/WD.E/! Ker.G/ is an equivalence
(see Proposition 4.17). To show this equivalence, we first introduce an intermediate cat-
egory E , a fully exact subcategory of B-Mod, and then prove that it contains all injective
B-modules (see Lemma 4.12). This property enables us to establish a triangle equivalence
from D.E/ to D.B/ and a fully faithful triangle functor from D�.E/ to D�.E/ which are
induced from canonical inclusions of exact categories (see Lemma 4.15). It turns out that
the restriction of the functorD.i/ to D�.E/ is fully faithful. By the technique of homotopy
colimits, we show finally that D.i/ is a triangle equivalence.

By the diagram .]/, there exists a triangle in D.B/ for each M 2 B-Mod:

.}/ D.i/ ıˆŒ�1�.M/ �!M �! D.j / ı‰.M/ �! D.i/ ıˆ.M/;

with ‰.M/ 2 C�.Y/, ˆ.M/ 2 C�.E/ and ‰.M/i D 0 D ˆ.M/i for all i � 1.
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Taking homologies of the triangle, we obtain a 5-term exact sequence of B-modules:

"M W 0 �! YM
��2M
�! XM

��1M
�!M

�0M
�! YM �! XM �! 0;

where
YM WD H

�1.D.j / ı‰.M//; XM WD H
�1.D.i/ ıˆ.M//;

YM WD H 0.D.j / ı‰.M//; XM WD H 0.D.i/ ıˆ.M//:

To understand the functor D.i/, we further introduce the category E and other related
perpendicular subcategories of B-Mod:

E WD ¹M 2 B-Mod j XM D 0º;
X WD ¹X 2 B-Mod j ExtnB.X; Y / D 0; Y 2 Y; n D 0; 1º;

?Y WD ¹X 2 B-Mod j ExtnB.X; Y / D 0; Y 2 Y; n � 0º;

E? WD ¹Y 2 B-Mod j ExtnB.X; Y / D 0; X 2 E; n � 0º;

Coker.E/ WD ¹Coker.f / 2 B-Mod j f W E1 ! E0 with E1; E0 2 Eº:

Then X is closed under extensions and cokernels in B-Mod, and both E? and ?Y are
thick subcategories of B-Mod. Moreover, we have the following result, which generalizes
Lemma 5.8 in [6].

Lemma 4.9. E? D Y and E D ?Y.

Proof. We have E�Ker.G/ and Y � Im.H/. Since HomD.B/.X
�; Y �/D 0 for anyX� 2

Ker.G/ and Y � 2 Im.H/ by Theorem 4.1, we have Y � E? and E� ?Y. To show E? �Y,
we first show that if Z 2 E?, then HomD.B/.E

�; Z/ D 0 for all E� 2 C�.E/.
Indeed, let DZ be the full subcategory of D.B/ consisting of all complexes U � such

that HomD.B/.U
�Œn�;Z/ = 0 for all n2Z. Then DZ is a triangulated subcategory of D.B/

which is closed under direct sums and contains E. Thus homotopy colimits in D.B/ of
sequences in DZ belong to DZ by Definition 2.4. By the first isomorphism in Lemma 2.5,
each complex in C�.E/ can be obtained in D.B/ from bounded complexes in Cb.E/ by
taking homotopy colimits. Hence C�.E/ � DZ , and therefore HomD.B/.E

�; Z/ D 0 for
all E� 2 C�.E/.

Sinceˆ.Z/Œ�1� 2 C�.E/, we have HomD.B/.ˆ.Z/Œ�1�;Z/D 0. By the triangle .}/,
D.j / ı‰.Z/ ' Z ˚D.i/ ıˆ.Z/. However, HomD.B/.D.i/ ıˆ.Z/;D.j / ı‰.Z// D

0. Thus D.i/ ı ˆ.Z/ D 0 and Z ' D.j / ı ‰.Z/ 2 Im.H/. Further, by Lemma 4.4(2),
we obtain Z 2 Im.H/ \ B-Mod D Y. This shows E? � Y, and therefore E? D Y.

Since Y is an abelian category of B-Mod by Corollary 4.5(2), it is closed under coker-
nels in B-Mod. By the last isomorphism in Lemma 2.5, each complex in C�.Y/ can be
obtained in D.B/ from bounded complexes in Cb.Y/ by taking homotopy limits. Sim-
ilarly, if Z 2 ?Y, then HomD.B/.Z; Y

�/ D 0 for any Y � 2 C�.Y/. Then the inclusion
?Y � E follows from .}/ and ‰.Z/ 2 C�.Y/. Thus E D ?Y.

Lemma 4.10. The following hold true for M 2 B-Mod.

(1) YM ; YM 2 Y and XM 2 Coker.E/. If M 2 E , then XM 2 Coker.E/.
(2) X D Coker.E/ D ¹M 2 E j YM D 0 D Y

M º and Y D ¹M 2 E j XM D 0º.
(3) E is closed under extensions and quotients in B-Mod.
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Proof. .1/ Since Y is an abelian subcategory of B-Mod by Corollary 4.5(2), we have
H i .‰.M// 2 Y for any i 2 Z. Moreover, there is a right exact sequence of B-modules,

ˆ.M/�1
d�1

�! ˆ.M/0 �! XM �! 0;

with ˆ.M/�1; ˆ.M/0 2 E. This shows XM 2 Coker.E/.
Now, letM 2 E . ThenXM D 0, which means that d�1 is surjective. Since E is closed

under kernels of surjective homomorphisms in B-Mod by Lemma 4.6(1), Ker.d�1/ 2 E.
Similarly, there is a right exact sequence ˆ.M/�2 ! Ker.d�1/! XM ! 0 such that
ˆ.M/�2 2 E. Thus XM 2 Coker.E/.

.2/ Since X is closed under cokernels in B-Mod and E �X, we have Coker.E/ �X.
Let M 2 X. Since YM 2 Y by .1/, HomB.M; YM / D 0 and YM ' XM . As XM is

a quotient of ˆ.M/0 2 E, it follows from Lemma 4.9 that HomB.XM ; YM / D 0. This
forcesXM D 0D YM , and thusM 2 E . Since YM 2 Y, we have Ext1B.M;YM /D 0. Then
M ' YM ˚XM . Note that HomB.M; YM / D 0 for M 2 X and YM 2 Y. Consequently,
YM D 0 and M ' XM 2 Coker.E/. Thus X � ¹M 2 E j YM D 0 D Y

M º. Conversely,
if N 2 E and YN D 0 D Y N , then N ' XN 2 Coker.E/ by .1/.

If N 2 E with XN D 0, then N ' Y N 2 Y. Since Y � Im.H/, it follows from
Lemma 4.7(1) thatN 2 Y if and only ifˆ.N/D 0 in D.B/. This implies the last equality
in .2/.

.3/ Let 0 ! U ! V ! W ! 0 be an exact sequence of B-modules. Then this
sequence induces a triangle

D.i/ ıˆ.U / �! D.i/ ıˆ.V / �! D.i/ ıˆ.W / �! D.i/ ıˆ.U /Œ1�

in D.B/. Taking homology H 0 of this triangle yields an exact sequence in B-Mod:

XU �! XV �! XW �! H 1.D.i/ ıˆ.U //:

By the definition of ˆ, ˆ.U / is a complex with 0 at all positive degree, this implies
H 1.D.i/ ıˆ.U // D 0. Hence E is closed under extensions and quotients in B-Mod.

Corollary 4.11. .1/ For eachM 2 E , there exists a 4-term exact sequence of B-modules,

0 �! YM
"�2M
�! XM

"�1M
�!M

"0M
�! YM �! 0;

with YM ; YM 2 Y and XM 2 X.
.2/ "�1M and "0M in .1/ give rise to isomorphisms of abelian groups for X 2 X and

Y 2 Y :

."�1M /� W HomB.X;XM /
'
�! HomB.X;M/ and

."0M /� W HomB.YM ; Y /
'
�! HomB.M; Y /:

.3/ The inclusion X ! E has a right adjoint r WE ! X given by M 7! XM for any
M 2 E . Moreover, if 0! M1 ! M2 ! M3 ! 0 is an exact sequence in B-Mod with
Mi 2 E for 1 � i � 3, then r.M1/! r.M2/! r.M3/! 0 is exact.
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Proof. .1/We have an exact sequence �M . SinceM 2 E , �M can be shortened into 4-term
sequence with the desired properties by Lemma 4.10(1)–(2).

(2) Since X 2 X and YM ; YM 2 Y, we have

HomB.X; YM / D HomB.X; YM / D Ext1B.X; YM / D 0:

It then follows from the exact sequence in (1) that ."�1M /� is an isomorphism. This implies
the first isomorphism in .2/. Similarly, ."0M /� is an isomorphism.

(3) If M 2 X, then "�1M is an isomorphism by the proof of Lemma 4.10(2). Now,
the isomorphism ."�1M /� in .2/ gives an adjunction isomorphism of adjoint pairs of the
functors.

Applying the functor D.i/ ı ˆWD.B/ ! D.B/ to the exact sequence 0 ! M1 !

M2 !M3 ! 0 in B-Mod, we obtain a triangle

D.i/ ıˆ.M1/ �! D.i/ ıˆ.M2/ �! D.i/ ıˆ.M3/ �! D.i/ ıˆ.M1/Œ1�:

If we take H�1 on the triangle, then we gain an exact sequence of B-modules:

r.M1/ �! r.M2/ �! r.M3/ �! XM1 :

Now, it follows from M1 2 E that XM1 D 0, and thus the second part of .3/ holds.

The following property of E is crucial in establishing an equivalence of derived cat-
egories of exact categories in Lemma 4.15 below.

Lemma 4.12. If M is an injective B-module, then M 2 E .

To show Lemma 4.12, we determine the image of an injective cogenerator for B-Mod
under H ıG. Let

.�/_ WD HomZ.�;Q=Z/ W Z-Mod �! Z-Mod:

Then .�/_ induces an exact functor Bop-Mod! B-Mod and B_ is an injective cogener-
ator for B-Mod. Further, we define two natural transformations:

� W T ˝B HomA.�; T /_ ! HomA.�; A/_ W A-Mod �! A-Mod;
� W HomA.�; A/˝A T �! HomA.�; T / W A-Mod! Bop-Mod

given by

�X W AT ˝B HomA.X; T /_ �! HomA.X;A/_ W t ˝ � 7! Œf 7! .f .�t //��;

�X W HomA.X;A/˝A T �! HomA.X; T / W f ˝ t 7! f .�t /;

where X 2 A-Mod; t 2 T; � 2 HomA.X; T /_; f 2 HomA.X;A/ and .�t / 2 HomA.A; T /
is the right multiplication by t .

Lemma 4.13. (1) � is a natural isomorphism.

(2) If X 2 A-Proj, then

(i) TorBj .T;HomA.X; T /_/ D 0 for all j � 1,

(ii) �X is injective and TorAj .HomA.X;A/; T / D 0 for all j � 1.
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Proof. .1/ For U 2 A-Mod and g 2 HomA.U; T /, we define

�U;X W HomA.U; T /˝B HomA.X; T /_ �! HomA.X;U /_ W g ˝ � 7! Œf 7! .fg/��:

Clearly, �A;X D �X under the identification of HomA.A; T / with T . Moreover, if U 2
add.T /, then �U;X is an isomorphism. Note that TB has a finitely generated projective
resolution of length at most n:

.�/ 0 �! HomA.Tn; T / �! � � � �! HomA.T1; T / �! HomA.T0; T / �! TB �! 0

with Tj 2 add.AT / for all 0� j � n. Now, �X is an isomorphism by the exact commutative
diagram

HomA.T1; T /˝BHomA.X; T /_ //

�T1;X'

��

HomA.T0; T /˝BHomA.X; T /_

�T0;X'

��

// T ˝BHomA.X; T /_

�X

��

// 0

HomA.X; T1/_ // HomA.X; T0/_ // HomA.X;A/_ // 0:

.2/ If X is projective, then the sequence

0! HomA.X; Tn/_ �! � � � �! HomA.X; T1/_ �! HomA.X; T0/_ �! HomA.X;A/_ ! 0

is exact. Now (i) follows if we apply �˝B HomA.X; T /_ to .�/.
Note that (ii) holds if and only if the canonical map A˛ ˝A T ! T ˛ is injective and

TorAj .A
˛; T /D 0 for any nonempty set ˛ and for any j � 1. By Lemma 2.4 (3) in [16], the

latter is equivalent to saying that AT is a strongly A-Mittag-Leffler A-module (that is, the
m-th syzygy of AT is A-Mittag-Leffler for each m � 0). However, AT is always strongly
A-Mittag-Leffler by Lemma 2.5 in [16]. Thus (ii) holds.

Lemma 4.14. LetP �W0!Pn!� � �!P1!P0! 0 be the deleted projective resolution
of AT (see Definition 1.1), where Pi are of degree �i for 0 � i � n. Then

(1) G.B_/ ' HomA.P �; A/_ in D.A/.

(2) Let �� WD .�Pi /0�i�n W HomA.P �;A/˝A T �!HomA.P �; T /. Then �� is an inject-
ive chain map and there is a commutative diagram of triangles in D.B/:

Coker.��/_ // HomA.P �; T /_
��_ //

'

��

.HomA.P �; A/˝A T /_

'

��

// Coker.��/_Œ1�

Coker.��/_ // B_
�B_ // H ıG.B_/ // Coker.��/_Œ1�:

Proof. .1/ By .T1/ and .T 2/ in Definition 1.1, there is an exact sequence of B-modules

0 �! HomA.Pn; T /_ �! � � � �! HomA.P1; T /_ �! HomA.P0; T /_ �! B_ �! 0;

where Pi 2 A-Proj for 0 � i � n. This means that HomA.P �; T /_ is quasi-isomorphic
to B_. Therefore G.B_/ ' G.HomA.P �; T /_/ in D.A/. Moreover, by Lemma 4.13(2),
TorBj .T;HomA.Pi ; T /_/D 0 for j � 1. By Lemma 4.2(1), we obtainG.HomA.P �; T /_/
' T ˝B HomA.P �; T /_. Since we have T ˝B HomA.P �; T /_ ' HomA.P �; A/_ by
Lemma 4.13(1), we conclude that G.B_/ ' HomA.P �; A/_ in D.A/.
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.2/ For any X 2 A-Proj and j � 1, we have

ExtjA.T;HomA.X;A/_/ ' TorAj .HomA.X;A/; T /_ D 0

by Lemma 4.13(2). Since Pi 2 A-Proj for all 0 � i � n, Lemma 4.2(2) implies that

HomA.T; ˇHomA.P �;A/_/ W HomA.T;HomA.P �; A/_/ �! H.HomA.P �; A/_/

is an isomorphism in D.B/. Consequently, there are isomorphisms in D.B/:

H ıG.B_/ ' H.HomA.P �; A/_/ ' HomA.T;HomA.P �; A/_/
' .HomA.P �; A/˝A T /_:

Clearly, �� is injective by Lemma 4.13(3). Thus the sequence

0 �! HomA.P �; A/˝A T
��

�! HomA.P �; T / �! Coker.��/ �! 0

is exact, and yields an triangle in D.B
op
/,

Coker.��/Œ�1� �! HomA.P �; A/˝A T
��

�! HomA.P �; T / �! Coker.��/;

and a triangle in D.B/,

Coker.��/_ �! HomA.P �; T /_
��_

�! .HomA.P �; A/˝A T /_ �! Coker.��/_Œ1�:

Now, it follows from this triangle that (2) can be deduced by the following commutative
diagram in D.B/:

HomA.P �; T /_
�0HomA.P

�;T /_ //

'

��

HomA
�
T; T ˝B HomA.P �; T /_

�
'

��

' // .HomA.P �; A/˝A T /_

��
B_

�B_ // H ıG.B_/ H ıG.B_/;

where the composition of the first row is ��_.

Proof of Lemma 4.12. Recall thatXM WDH 0.D.i/ ıˆ.M// for any B-moduleM . Sup-
pose M is an injective B-module. Then M 2 Prod .B_/. Since the functors D.i/, ˆ
and H 0 commute with direct products, we have XM 2 Prod .XB

_

/. In the following,
we calculate XB

_

. In fact, by the diagram .]/ and Lemma 4.14(2), D.i/ ı ˆ.B_/ '
Coker.��/_Œ1� in D.B/. This implies that

XB
_

' H 0
�
Coker.��/_Œ1�

�
D H 1

�
Coker.��/_

�
'
�
H�1.Coker.��//

�_
:

SinceH�1.Coker.��// D 0 by Lemma 4.14(2), we have XB
_

D 0 and Prod .XB
_

/ D 0.
Thus XM D 0.

Lemma 4.15. .1/ The inclusion E � B-Mod induces a triangle equivalence D.E/ !

D.B/ which restricts to an equivalence D�.E/! D�.B/ for any � 2 ¹C;�; bº.
.2/ The inclusion E � E induces a fully faithful triangle functor D�.E/! D�.E/.
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Proof. .1/ By Lemma 4.10(3), E is closed under extensions and quotients in B-Mod. In
particular, E is a fully exact subcategory of B-Mod, which is closed under direct sum-
mands. By Lemma 4.12, E contains all injective B-modules. Thus E satisfies the two
properties:

(i) If 0! X ! Y ! Z ! 0 is exact in B-Mod with Y 2 E , then Z 2 E .
(ii) For eachB-moduleM , there exists a short exact sequence 0!M !E0!E1! 0

in B-Mod such that E0 is injective and E1 2 E .
Now, .1/ follows from the dual statement of Lemma 2.8(2) with A D B-Mod.
.2/ By Lemma 4.6(1), if 0! X ! Y ! Z! 0 is exact in B-Mod with Z 2 E, then

X 2 E if and only if Y 2 E. This implies that E is a fully exact subcategory of B-Mod.
Clearly, E � X � E by Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.10(2).

Let 0 ! E1 ! E0
g
�! F ! 0 be an exact sequence in B-Mod with E1; E0 2 E

and F 2 E. By Corollary 4.11(3), we can apply the functor r WE ! X to g and obtain a
surjective map r.g/W r.E0/! r.F /. Moreover, the composition of r.g/ with the counit
map "�1F W r.F /! F coincides with the composition of the counit map "�1E0 W r.E0/! E0

with g. Note that "�1F is an isomorphism for F 2 E�X. Since r.E0/ 2X D Coker.E/ by
Lemma 4.10(2), there exists a surjective map f WF0! r.E0/with F0 2 E. Let h WD f "�1E0 .
Then hg D f "�1E0g D f r.g/"�1F W F0 ! F , and therefore hg is surjective. Let F1 WD
Ker.hg/. Since F0; F 2 E, we have F1 2 E. Moreover, there is an exact commutative
diagram:

0 // F1 //

��

F0
hg //

h

��

F // 0

0 // E1 // E0
g // F // 0:

Now, .2/ follows from Lemma 2.8(1).

Lemma 4.16. .1/ The functor D�.i/WD�.E/! D�.B/ is fully faithful and induces a
triangle equivalence D�.i/WD�.E/! D�.B/ \ Ker.G/.

.2/ If the functor ˆWD.B/=Im.H/! D.E/ is dense, then the functor D.i/WD.E/!
Ker.G/ is a triangle equivalence.

Proof. .1/ Since D�.i/ is the composition of the induced functor D�.E/ ! D�.E/

with the one D�.E/ ! D�.B/, Lemma 4.15 implies that D�.i/ is fully faithful. By
Lemmas 4.3(3) and 4.6(2), we have Im.D�.i// D D�.B/ \ Ker.G/. Consequently, the
restriction D�.i/WD�.E/! D�.B/ \ Ker.G/ of D.i/ is a triangle equivalence.

.2/ The triangle functor D.i/ is always dense, thanks to Lemma 4.3(3). Moreover, by
Lemma 4.7(2)–(3), Ker.D.i//D 0, that is,D.i/ sends nonzero objects of D.E/ to nonzero
objects of Ker.G/. It follows from Lemma 2.7(2) that D.i/ is an equivalence if and only
if it is full. Now, let† WDD.i/ ıˆŒ�1�, the composition ofˆŒ�1� withD.i/. Then† is a
triangle equivalence by Lemma 4.7(4). This implies that, for anyX1;X2 2D.B/=Im.H/,
the map

HomD.B/=Im.H/.X1; X2/ �! HomKer.G/.†.X1/; †.X2//
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induced from † is an isomorphism, and therefore the map

HomD.E/.ˆŒ�1�.X1/; ˆŒ�1�.X2// �! HomKer.G/.†.X1/; †.X2//;

induced from D.i/, is surjective. So, if the functor ˆ (and thus also ˆŒ�1�) is dense, then
D.i/ must be full. In this case, D.i/ is an equivalence.

Finally, we prove the following result, which is crucial to the proof of the main result,
Theorem 1.2.

Proposition 4.17. The functor D.i/WD.E/! Ker.G/ is a triangle equivalence.

Proof. By Lemma 4.16(2), to show the triangle equivalence, it suffices to show that the
functor ˆ is dense, or equivalently, ˆŒ�1� is dense. To check this point, we prove that the
composition ‚WD.E/! D.E/ of the triangle functors

D.E/
D.i/ // Ker.G/ � // D.B/

Q // D.B/=Im.H/
ˆŒ�1� // D.E/

is dense. For this purpose, we first prove that the restriction of ‚ to D�.E/ is dense,
and then show that ‚ itself is dense by applying homotopy colimits of bounded-above
complexes. This is implemented in 3 steps.

.1/ The restriction ‚�WD�.E/! D�.E/ of ‚ to D�.E/ is naturally isomorphic to
the identity functor of D�.E/.

In fact, by Lemma 4.7(4) and Remark 4.8, the two compositions

D�.B/ \ Ker.G/
��

�! D�.B/
Q�

�! D�.B/=.D�.B/ \ Im.H// and

D�.B/=.D�.B/ \ Im.H//
ˆ�Œ�1�
�! D�.E/

D�.i/
�! D�.B/ \ Ker.G/

are quasi-inverse triangle equivalences, where � denotes universally the restriction of the
involved functors to bounded-above derived categories. SinceD�.i/ is a triangle equival-
ence by Lemma 4.16(1), the functor ˆ�Œ�1� is also a triangle equivalence. This implies
that the composition of the following functors:

D�.E/
D�.i/
����! D�.B/ \ Ker.G/

��

�! D�.B/
Q�

��! D�.B/=.D�.B/ \ Im.H//

ˆ�Œ�1�
�����! D�.E/

is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor of D�.E/. Further, we claim that the inclu-
sion D�.B/! D.B/ induces a fully faithful functor

D�.B/=.D�.B/ \ Im.H// �! D.B/=Im.H/:

By Lemma 2.7(1), it suffices to show that each morphism f � W M � ! Y � in D.B/ with
M � 2D�.B/ and Y � 2 Im.H/ factorizes through an objectZ� 2D�.B/\ Im.H/. Since
K�.B-Proj/ is equivalent to D�.B/, we can assume that M � 2 C�.B-Proj/ and f � is
represented by a chain map. As Im.H/D Im.D.j // by Lemma 4.7(1), we have Y �2C.Y/
up to isomorphism in D.B/. Then f � factorizes through the left truncated complex

��mY � W � � � �! Y i �! Y iC1 �! � � � �! Y m�1 �! Ker.dmY / �! 0
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of Y � at some degree m. Since Y is an abelian subcategory of B-Mod, Ker.dmY / 2 Y and
��mY � 2 C�.Y/, and therefore ��mY � 2 D�.B/ \ Im.H/.

Now, we construct the following commutative diagram of triangle functors:

D�.E/
D�.i/

'
//

_�

��

D�.B/ \ Ker.G/ �� //
_�

��

D�.B/
Q� //

_�

��

D�.B/=.D�.B/ \ Im.H//
ˆ�Œ�1�

'
//

_�

��

D�.E/
_�

��
D.E/

D.i/ // Ker.G/ � // D.B/
Q // D.B/=Im.H/

ˆŒ�1� // D.E/

of which the composition of all functors in the bottom row is exactly ‚. Then ‚� is the
composition of all functors in the top row of the diagram, and thus naturally isomorphic
to the identity functor of D�.E/.

.2/ ‚ commutes with direct products.
This is obtained by showing that each component of‚ commutes with direct products.

In fact, since E is closed under products in B-Mod by Lemma 4.6(1), D.i/ commutes
with direct products. Clearly, the inclusion � preserves direct products. Moreover, by the
dual result of Lemma 1.5 in [12], if S is a colocalizing subcategory of a triangulated
category T with direct products, then the triangulated category T=S has direct products
and the localization functor T ! T=S preserves direct products. As Im.H/ is a full tri-
angulated subcategory of D.B/ closed under products by Theorem 4.1, the localizing
functor Q preserves direct products. Finally, ˆŒ�1� commutes with direct products by
Lemma 4.7(3).

.3/ ‚ is dense, and therefore ˆŒ�1� is dense.
Let X� 2 C.E/. Then X�n 2 C�.E/ for n � 0 and X� ' Holim

 ����
.X�n/ in K.B/ by

Lemma 2.5. Recall that K.E/ is a triangulated subcategory of K.B/ closed under dir-
ect products by Lemma 4.6(1). This implies X� ' Holim

 ����
.X�n/ in K.E/ and thus also

in D.E/ because the localization functor K.E/! D.E/ preserves direct products. As ‚
commutes with products, it commutes with homotopy limits in D.E/. Consequently,

‚.X�/ D ‚.Holim
 ����

.X�n// ' Holim
 ����

.‚.X�n//:

Since the restriction of ‚ to D�.E/ is isomorphic to the identity functor of D�.E/, it
follows from X�n 2 D�.E/ that Holim

 ����
.‚.X�n// ' Holim

 ����
.X�n/ ' X� in D.E/. Thus

‚.X�/ ' X� in D.E/. This shows that ‚ is dense.

4.3. Proofs of main result and its corollaries

For the proof of Theorem 1.2, we start with the recollement in Theorem 4.1, substitute
Ker.G/ with D.E/ by Proposition 4.17, and show that .D.i/; ˆŒ�1�/ is an adjoint pair of
functors.

We keep all notation introduced in the previous sections.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Proposition 4.17, D.i/WD.E/! Ker.G/ is a triangle equival-
ence. Moreover, by Lemma 4.7(4), the inclusion �WKer.G/! D.B/ has a right adjoint
D.i/ ıˆŒ�1�WD.B/! Ker.G/. It follows that the pair .D.i/;ˆŒ�1�/ of triangle functors
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between D.E/ and D.B/ is an adjoint pair. Now, we replace Ker.G/ in the recollement of
Theorem 4.1 by D.E/ and obtain the recollement of the form

D.E/
D.i/ // D.B/

G //

ˆŒ�1�

ee

zz
D.A/

H

ee

jŠ

zz
:

Note that the functors D.i/, ˆŒ�1�, H and G can be restricted to functors between
D�-derived categories by Remark 4.8. Therefore, to show that this recollement restricts
to D�-derived categories, it suffices to show that the left adjoint jŠWD.A/! D.B/ of G
restricts to a functor D�.A/! D�.B/.

For any m 2 Z and X 2 D.A/, there are isomorphisms of abelian groups:

.�/ HomD.A/.X;G.B
_/Œm�/ ' HomD.B/.jŠ.X/; B

_Œm�/ ' HomK.B/.jŠ.X/; B
_Œm�/

' Hm.jŠ.X/
_/ ' .H�m.jŠ.X///

_:

Let X 2 D�.A/. Since G.B_/ 2 Db.A/ by Lemma 4.14(1), there is an integer mX such
that HomD.A/.X; G.B

_/Œm�/ D 0 for all m � mX . Observe that the functor .�/_ sends
nonzero modules to nonzero modules. Thus H�m.jŠ.X// D 0 for all m � mX . This
implies jŠ.X/ 2 D�.B/.

Recall that a ring epimorphism �WB!C is said to be homological if TorBm.C; C / D 0
for allm� 1. This is equivalent to saying that the induced derived functorD.��/WD.C /!
D.B/ is fully faithful, where ��WC -Mod! B-Mod is the restriction functor.

Definition 4.18 (see the Introduction of [16]). A good tilting module AT is said to be
homological if there exists a homological ring epimorphism �WB ! C such that D.��/
induces an equivalence D.C /

'
�! Ker.G/ of triangulated categories.

To prove Corollary 1.3, we recall the definition of derived decompositions of abelian
categories in [17].

Definition 4.19 (Definition 1.1 in [17]). Let A be an abelian category, B and C full
subcategories of A. The pair .B;C/ is called a derived decomposition of A if B and C

are abelian subcategories of A such that
(1) the inclusions B � A and C � A induce fully faithful functors Db.B/ ,! Db.A/

and Db.C/ ,! Db.A/, respectively.
(2) .Db.B/;Db.C// is a semi-orthogonal decomposition of Db.A/.

Proof of Corollary 1.3. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is shown in Proposition 6.2 of [8],
while the one of (1) and (3) is proved in Theorem 1.1 of [16]. Here, we prefer to providing
new and shorter proofs of these facts by applying results in the previous sections.

.1/) .2/: Suppose that T is homological. Then there is a homological ring epimorph-
ism � WB!C such that Im.D.��//DKer.G/. Since Im.��/ is an abelian subcategory of
B-Mod, we have Im.D.��//\B-ModD Im.��/. Further, by Proposition 4.17, the func-
tor D.i/ W D.E/! Ker.G/ is a triangle equivalence, and therefore Im.D.i// D Ker.G/.
Due to Lemma 4.6(2), we have Im.D.i//\B-ModD E, and therefore ED Im.��/. Thus
E is an abelian subcategory of B-Mod.
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.2/) .1/: Suppose that E is an abelian subcategory ofB-Mod. Then E is closed under
direct sums, direct products, kernels and cokernels by Lemma 4.6(1). It follows that there
exists a ring epimorphism � W B ! C such that �� induces an equivalence C -Mod '

�! E

of abelian categories (for example, see Lemma 2.1 in [14]). SinceD.i/ is fully faithful by
Proposition 4.17, the functor D.��/ is also fully faithful. Thus � is homological. Further,
it follows from Im.D.i// D Ker.G/ that D.��/ induces an equivalence from D.C / to
Ker.G/. This shows .1/.

.2/) .3/: Let ��WHomA.P �;A/˝A T ! HomA.P �; T / be the chain map defined in
Lemma 5.1(2). Associated with B_, there exists a triangle in D.B/:

.4/ W X�Œ�1� �! B_ �! Y � �! X�;

where

Y � WD .HomA.P �; A/˝A T /_ 2 Im.H/ D Im.D.j //;
X� WD Coker.��/_Œ1� 2 Ker.G/ D Im.D.i//:

Since Y � B-Mod is an abelian subcategory, we haveH s.Y �/ 2 Y for any s 2 Z. Taking
cohomologies on the triangle yields H�s.X�/ ' H�s.Y �/ whenever s � 2. Moreover,

H t .X�/ ' H tC1
�
Coker.��/_

�
'
�
H�t�1.Coker.��//

�_
D 0

for any t � 0. In particular, H 0.X�/ D 0.
Suppose .2/ holds. ThenH s.X�/ 2 E for any s 2Z. By Lemma 4.9,H�s.X�/D 0D

H�s.Y �/ for any s � 2. It follows that 0 D H�m.Y �/ ' .Hm.HomA.P �; A/˝A T //_

for any m � 2. Now .3/ holds by the fact that the functor .�/_ sends nonzero modules to
nonzero modules.

.3/) .2/: Suppose that Hm.HomA.P �; A/˝A T / D 0 for all m � 2, where P � is
a deleted projective resolution of AT . We have to show that E is an abelian subcategory
of B-Mod. In fact, by Lemma 4.6(1), E is an abelian subcategory of B-Mod if and only
if it is closed under cokernels in B-Mod. Since the subcategory X of B-Mod, defined in
Section 4.2, is always closed under cokernels in B-Mod, it is enough to show E D X.

Clearly, E �X. To show the converse, we first claim that each module U 2X can be
embedded into a module belonging to E. Actually, U can be embedded into its injective
envelop J in B-Mod. By the first isomorphism in Corollary 4.11(2), U is isomorphic to a
submodule of XJ . So, it suffices to show XI 2 E for any injective B-module I .

Obviously,H s.Y �/D 0 for any s� 1. Combining this with .3/, we haveH�s.Y �/D 0
for any s ¤ 0; 1. This implies H�t .X�/ D 0 for any t ¤ 0; 1. As H 0.X�/ D 0, we get
X� ' H�1.X�/Œ1� in D.B/. Consequently, H�1.X�/ 2 E by X� 2 Ker.G/. By Lem-
mas 4.3(2) and 4.14(2), the triangle .}/ associated with B_ is isomorphic to the one
in .4/. This shows XB_ ' H�1.X�/ 2 E. Recall that D.i/ and ˆ commute with direct
products by Lemma 4.7(3), and that Prod .B_/ consists of all injective B-modules. Thus
XI 2 Prod .XB_/ � E by the diagram .]/ and Lemma 4.6(1).

It follows from the above claim that there is an injection f0WU ! E0 with E0 2 E.
Since X contains E and is closed under cokernels in B-Mod, we have Coker.f0/ 2 X.
By iterating this construction, we can get an infinitely long exact sequence of B-modules:

0 �! U
f0
�! E0 �! E1 �! � � � �! Ei �! � � �
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such that Ei 2 E for all i 2 N. Then U 2 E by Lemma 4.6(2). Hence we have shown
X � E. Thus .2/ holds.

(2), (4). Note thatDb.i/WDb.E/! Db.B/ andDb.j /WDb.Y/! Db.B/ are fully
faithful by Proposition 4.17 and Lemma 4.7(1), respectively. Since proj.dim.AT / < 1
and proj.dim.TB/ < 1, the functors H and G can be regarded as functors between
bounded derived categories. Thus .Db.B/ \ Ker.G/;Db.B/ \ Im.H// is a semi-ortho-
gonal decomposition of Db.B/. Further, Im.Db.i//DDb.B/\Ker.G/ by Lemmas 4.3(3)
and 4.6(2), while Im.Db.j //DDb.B/\ Im.H/ by Lemma 4.3(3) and Corollary 4.5(2).
Hence the pair

�
Im.Db.i//; Im.Db.j //

�
is a semi-orthogonal decomposition of Db.B/.

This implies that .E;Y/ is a derived decomposition ofB-Mod if and only if E is an abelian
subcategory of B-Mod. Thus .2/ and .4/ are equivalent.

Proof of Corollary 1.4. Suppose that A is a left coherent ring. For � 2 ¹b;C;�; ;º, we
have to show that there exists a recollement of derived categories

D�.E/ // D�.B/
G //

dd

zz
D�.A/:ee

yy

Actually, by Lemma 4.6(2), up to triangle equivalence, we have the identifications of
categories:

Db.E/ D ¹X� 2 D.E/ j H i .X�/ D 0; ji j >> 0º;

DC.E/ D ¹X� 2 D.E/ j H i .X�/ D 0; i << 0º;

D�.E/ D ¹X� 2 D.E/ j H i .X�/ D 0; i >> 0º:

Since proj.dim.AT / � n and proj.dim.TB/ � n, the functors G and H in Theorem 1.2
restrict to functors at D�-level for � 2 ¹b;C;�º. So we get the half recollement

D�.E/ // D�.B/
G //

dd D�.A/
H

dd

To show Corollary 1.4, it suffices to show that the left adjoint jŠWD.A/! D.B/ of the
functor GWD.B/ ! D.A/ restricts to a functor D�.A/ ! D�.B/ whenever A is left
coherent.

Since A is left coherent, the direct products of projective Aop-modules are flat. As the
functor .�/_WAop-Mod! A-Mod sends flat modules to injective ones, HomA.P �; A/_

is a bounded complex of injective A-modules. By Lemma 4.14(1), HomA.P �; A/_ '
G.B_/ in D.A/. Moreover, it follows from .�/ in the proof of Theorem 1.2 that

.H�m.jŠ.X///
_
' HomD.A/.X;G.B

_/Œm�/:

Thus

.H�m.jŠ.X///
_
'HomD.A/.X;HomA.P �;A/_Œm�/'HomK.A/.X;HomA.P �;A/_Œm�/

for any X 2 D.A/ and m 2 Z. Since the functor .�/_ sends nonzero modules to nonzero
modules,X 2D�.A/ if and only if jŠ.X/ 2D�.B/. Further, the right (left) adjoint functor
from D.B/ to D.E/ of D.i/ restricts to D�-level follows from the first (second) triangle
in Definition 2.3(4).
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5. Examples from commutative 2-Gorenstein rings

In this section, we modify a known construction of tilting modules over commutative
2-Gorenstein rings and provide an explicit description of symmetric subcategories E asso-
ciated with good 2-tilting modules constructed in this way.

Throughout this section, we letA be a commutative noetherian ring, and write Spec.A/
for the spectrum of prime ideals of A. For p 2 Spec.A/, let Ap be the localization of A
at p, and let k.p/ be the residue field Ap=pAp of Ap. Further, let Jp WD lim

 �i
Ap=p

iAp be
the p-adic completion of A. Then there is a canonical ring homomorphism �pWA! Jp.
If A is local with the maximal ideal m such that �mWA! Jm is an isomorphism, then A
is said to be complete. An element 0 ¤ x 2 A is called a regular element if it is not a
zero-divisor in A.

Let M;N be A-modules. We denote by E.M/ and inj.dim.M/ the injective envelope
and injective dimension ofM , respectively. The multiplication maps �M and .�g�/ for each
g 2 HomA.M;N / are defined as follows:

�M W A �! EndA.M/; a 7! Œ.�a/ W m 7! ma�;

.�g�/ W EndA.M/˝A EndA.N / �! HomA.M;N /; f ˝ h 7! fgh;

where a 2A,m 2M , f 2 EndA.M/ and h 2 EndA.N /. Clearly, .�g�/ is a homomorphism
of A-A-bimodules.

The following properties of injective modules over commutative noetherian rings will
be used later (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4 in [21] for proofs).

Lemma 5.1. Let A be a commutative noetherian ring and p;q 2 Spec.A/.
.1/ HomA.E.A=p/; E.A=q// ¤ 0 if and only if p � q.
.2/ If a 2 A n p, then the map .a�/WE.A=p/ ! E.A=p/ multiplication by a is an

automorphism.
.3/ Let En.A=p/ WD ¹y 2 E.A=p/ j pny D 0º. Then E.A=p/D

S
n2N En.A=p/ and

HomAp.k.p/; E.A=p// ' k.p/ as k.p/-modules.
.4/ There is a ring isomorphism �pWEndA.E.A=p//! Jp such that �p D �E.A=p/�p.

In this sense, we identity EndA.E.A=p// with Jp.

.5/ Aq ˝A E.A=p/ D

´
E.A=p/; p � q;

0; otherwise:
.6/ LetE be an injectiveA-module. ThenE '

L
h2Spec.A/E.A=h/

.Xh/, whereXh is
a set of cardinality equal to the dimension of HomAh

.k.h/;Ah ˝A E/ over the field k.h/.

The next result is a special case of Lemma 6.5 (2) in [14].

Lemma 5.2. Let A � S be an extension of commutative rings, that is, A is a subring
of S with the same identity. Suppose that the inclusion A! S is a ring epimorphism with
TorA1 .S; S/ D 0. Then the map .�� �/W EndA.S/˝A EndA.S=A/! HomA.S; S=A/ is an
isomorphism, where � WS ! S=A is the canonical surjection.

The ringA is called an n-Gorenstein ring for a natural number n� 0 if inj.dim.A/D n.
For a module AM over an n-Gorenstein ring A, we see that proj.dim.M/ < 1 if and
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only if inj.dim.M/ < 1, and these two dimensions are at most n (see Theorem 9.1.10
in [21]). So, each injective A-module has projective dimension at most n and each pro-
jective A-module has injective dimension at most n.

From now on, A denotes a commutative noetherian 2-Gorenstein local ring with the
maximal ideal m. Let Q be the total quotient ring of A and let H be the set of all prime
ideals of A with height 1. Then A has a minimal injective coresolution (for example, see
Sections 1 and 6 in [5]):

0 // A
� // Q

˛WD.˛p/p2H //L
p2H E.A=p/

ˇ WD.ˇp/p2H // E.A=m/ // 0;

where � is the canonical inclusion and, for each p 2 H, ˛p 2 HomA.Q; E.A=p// and
ˇp 2 HomA.E.A=p/; E.A=m//. Set

E WD
M
p2H

E.A=p/ and L WD Q˚E ˚E.A=m/:

Then L is a good 2-tilting A-module (see [1, 16]).
Now, we modify the construction of L to get new 2-tilting A-modules. Let S be a

nonempty subset of H. We define T WD T0 ˚ T1 ˚ T2, where

T0 WD ˛
�1.T1 \ Ker.ˇ//; T1 WD

M
p2S

E.A=p/ and T2 WD E.A=m/:

Let f2WT1! T2 be the restriction of ˇ to T1. Then T1 � E, A � T0 �Q, and there is an
exact sequence of A-modules,

0 �! A
f0
�! T0

f1
�! T1

f2
�! T2;

where f0 is the inclusion, f1 is induced by ˛ and f1 WD .f1;p/p2S with f1;pW T0 !
E.A=p/. Let E1 WD

L
p2HnS E.A=p/ and let �0W T0 ! Q be the inclusion. If f2 is sur-

jective, then there is an exact commutative diagram:

0

��

0

��
0 // A

f0 // T0
f1 //

�0

��

T1
f2 //

��

T2 // 0

0 // A
� // Q

˛ //

��

E
ˇ //

��

T2 // 0

E1

��

E1

��
0 0
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Lemma 5.3. .1/ If the map f2 is surjective, then T is a good 2-tilting A-module with
inj.dim.AT / � 1.

.2/ T0 is a subring of Q with the same identity and isomorphic to the ring EndA.T0/,
and HomA.Tj ; Ti / D 0 for any 0 � i < j � 2. Thus, AT is not homological.

.3/ If S contains a principal ideal of A generated by a regular element, then f2 is
surjective.

Proof. .1/ Recall that Q, E1, T1 and T2 are injective A-modules. This forces inj.dim.T /
D inj.dim.T0/ � 1. Since A is 2-Gorenstein, proj.dim.AT / � 2. By Definition 1.1, to
show .1/, it suffices to show Ext1A.T1˚ T2; T

.ı/
0 /D 0D Ext1A.T0; T

.ı/
0 / for any nonempty

set ı.
By Lemma 5.1(1), HomA.T1 ˚ T2;Q/D 0D HomA.T1 ˚ T2;E1/. This implies that

HomA.T1 ˚ T2;Q.ı//D 0D HomA.T1 ˚ T2;E
.ı/
1 /. Applying HomA.T1 ˚ T2;�/ to the

exact sequence 0! T
.ı/
0 ! Q.ı/ ! E

.ı/
1 ! 0 yields both HomA.T1 ˚ T2; T

.ı/
0 / D 0

and Ext1A.T1 ˚ T2; T
.ı/
0 / D 0. Let K WD Ker.f2/ D Im.f1/. Then the exact sequence

0! K ! T1 ! T2 ! 0 implies that the sequence

Ext1A.T1; T
.ı/
0 / �! Ext1A.K; T

.ı/
0 / �! Ext2A.T2; T

.ı/
0 /

is exact. As inj.dim.T0/ � 1, there holds Ext2A.T2; T
.ı/
0 / D 0. Thus Ext1A.K; T

.ı/
0 / D 0. It

then follows from the exact sequence 0! A! T0 ! K ! 0 that Ext1A.T0; T
.ı/
0 / D 0.

This shows .1/.
.2/ Since HomA.T1;Q/D 0 andAQ is injective, we have HomA.K;Q/D 0, and there-

fore HomA.K;T0/D 0. It follows from Ext1A.K;T0/D 0 that the map .f0/�WEndA.T0/!
HomA.A; T0/ ' T0 is an isomorphism. Since Q is injective and HomA.E1; Q/ D 0, the
map �0 induces an injective homomorphism of rings

z�0 W EndA.T0/ �! EndA.Q/
'
�! EndQ.Q/

'
�! Q; f 7! .1/f for f 2 EndA.T0/:

This implies also that f is the multiplication map by .1/f . Moreover, �0 is the com-
position of the inverse .f0/�1� W T0 ! EndA.T0/ of .f0/� with z�0. Thus T0 is a subring
of Q and .f0/�1� is a ring isomorphism sending t0 2 T to .�t0/. Since HomA.T2; T1 ˚
Q/ D 0 D HomA.T1;Q/ by Lemma 5.1(1) and T0 � Q, we have HomA.T2; T0/ D 0 D
HomA.T1; T0/. According to Corollary 1.2 in [16], the tilting A-module T is not homolo-
gical.

.3/ Suppose p D Ax 2 S with x 2 A. We show that ˇp WE.A=p/! T2 is surjective,
and then so is f2.

Clearly, pn D Axn for n � 1. Since x is a regular element in A, we have Apn ' AA

as A-modules. Then proj.dim.A=pn/ D 1 and Ext2A.A=p
n; A/ D 0. Thus

ˇn WD HomA.A=pn; ˇ/ W HomA.A=pn; E/ �! HomA.A=pn; T2/

is surjective. If pn ª q 2 Spec.A/ (or equivalently, p ª q 2 Spec.A/), then it is clear that
HomA.A=pn; E.A=q// D 0 by Lemma 5.1(1). Consequently,

ˇp;n D HomA.A=pn; ˇp/ W HomA.A=pn; E.A=p// �! HomA.A=pn; T2/

is surjective.
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Now, for any A-module Y , we identify HomA.A=pn; Y / with ¹y 2 Y j pny D 0º.
Define

Sn WD ¹z 2 T2 j p
nz D 0º:

Then we know that HomA.A=pn; E.A=p// D En.A=p/ (see Lemma 5.1(3) for notation)
and ˇp;nWEn.A=p/ ! Sn is the restriction of ˇp to En.A=p/. Since p � m, we have
En.A=m/ � Sn. It follows from Lemma 5.1(3) that T2 D

S
n2N En.A=m/ D

S
n2N Sn

and E.A=p/ D
S
n2N En.A=p/. Thus ˇp is surjective.

Next, we describe the endomorphism ring B WD EndA.T / of the tilting A-module T .
Let B1 WD EndA.T1/. Then B1 D

Q
p2S Jp and �T1 WA! B1 is given by .�p/p2SWA!Q

p2S Jp by (1) and (4) in Lemma 5.1. Also, each B1-module can be regarded as an
A-module via �T1 . Let C be the cokernel of �T1 and � WB1 ! C the canonical surjective
map. We identify T0 and Q with EndA.T0/ and EndA.Q/, respectively.

Lemma 5.4. .1/ For p 2 S, the three maps in the sequence

T0 ˝A Jp
�0˝1
�! Q˝A Jp

.�˛p�/
�! HomA.Q;E.A=p//

.�0/�
�! HomA.T0; E.A=p//

are isomorphisms of T0-Jp-bimodules, and their composition coincides with the map
.�f1;p�/.

.2/ If A is complete and S contains a principal ideal p generated by a regular element
in A, then .�ˇp/WJp ! HomA.E.A=p/; T2/ is an isomorphism of Jp-modules.

.3/ If A is complete and S consists of finitely many principal ideals of A generated by
regular elements of A, then

T0HomA.T0; T1/B1 ' T0 ˝A B1 ' Q˝A B1;

B1HomA.T1; T2/ ' B1 and T0HomA.T0; T2/ ' T0 ˝A C:

Proof. .1/ For any q 2 H n S, since E.A=q/˝A Ap D 0 by Lemma 5.1(5), we have

E.A=q/˝A Jp ' E.A=q/˝A .Ap ˝A Jp/ ' .E.A=q/˝A Ap/˝A Jp D 0:

This gives rise to E1 ˝A Jp D 0. As HomA.E.A=q/; E.A=p// D 0 by Lemma 5.1(1),
HomA.E1; E.A=p// D 0. Since Jp is flat and AE.A=p/ is injective, �0 induces the first
and third isomorphisms in .1/. Now, we localize the minimal injective coresolution of A
at p and obtain the minimal injective coresolution of ApAp:

0 �! Ap
�0

�! Qp

˛0p
�! E.A=p/ �! 0

by Lemma 5.1(5), where Qp ' Ap ˝A Q. Since �0 is a ring epimorphism and Qp is a
flat Ap-module, the map .�˛0p�/WQp ˝Ap Jp ! HomAp.Qp; E.A=p// is an isomorphism
of Qp-Jp-bimodules by Lemma 5.2. Moreover, since Jp and E.A=p/ are Ap-modules,
we obtain canonical isomorphisms Q˝A Jp 'Qp ˝Ap Jp and HomAp.Qp; E.A=p// '
HomA.Q;E.A=p/ as Q-Jp-bimodules. So, up to isomorphism,

.�˛0p�/ D .�˛p�/ W Q˝A Jp �! HomA.Q;E.A=p//:
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It follows that .�˛p�/ is an isomorphism of Q-Jp-bimodules. A straightforward check
shows that the composition of three maps in .1/ equals .�f1;p�/.

.2/ We keep the notation introduced in the proof of Lemma 5.3(3). Let p D Ax 2 S,
with x a regular element in A, and let D WD A=p and I WD E1.A=p/. Then x ¤ 0 and D
is a local ring with Spec.D/ D ¹p=p;m=pº. Clearly, there exists a minimal projective
resolution 0! A

�x
�! A! AD ! 0. By applying HomA.�; A/ to the resolution, we get

Ext1A.D; A/ ' D, while by applying HomA.D;�/ to the minimal injective coresolution
of A, we see from the proof of Lemma 5.3(3) that there is an exact sequence of D-
modules:

0 �! Ext1A.D;A/ �! I
ˇp;1

�! S1 �! 0;

where I D HomA.D;E.A=p//; S1 D HomA.D; T2/:

Note that the inclusions D � I and A=m � S1 are injective envelopes of D and A=m in
D-Mod, respectively. Consequently, D is a 1-Gorenstein ring with an injective coresolu-

tion 0! D ! I
ˇp;1
�! S1 ! 0. This coresolution is isomorphic to the canonical one 0!

D! F
'
�! F=D! 0 with F the fraction field ofD. SinceD! F is a ring epimorph-

ism with DF flat, it follows from Lemma 5.2 that .�'�/W EndD.F / ˝D EndD.F=D/!
HomD.F; F=D/ is an isomorphism of EndD.F /-EndD.F=D/-bimodules. Thus

.�ˇp;1�/ W EndD.I /˝D EndD.S1/ �! HomD.I; S1/

is an isomorphism of EndD.I1/-EndD.S1/-bimodules.
Next, we consider the functor

ˆ WD HomA.ADD;�/ W A-Mod �! D-Mod:

Clearly, ˆ.M/ D ¹m 2 M j pm D 0º, the annihilator of p in M , denoted by AnnM .p/,
or AnnM .x/. This is both a submodule of AM and a D-module. Since a homomorphism
f WAM !AN restricts to a homomorphism from AnnM .x/ to AnnN .x/,ˆ.f / is just the
restriction of f to annihilators. Thusˆ W A-Inj!D-Mod is full, where A-Inj denotes the
category of all injective A-modules, and there is an exact sequence of A-modules

0 �! ˆ.M/ �!M
�x
�!M �! 0

for each M 2 A-Inj. Note that ˆ.f / D 0 if and only if f 2 xHomA.M;N /. Hence

HomD.ˆ.M/;ˆ.N // ' HomA.M;N /=xHomA.M;N / ' D ˝A HomA.M;N /

for M;N 2 A-Inj.
Recall that I D ˆ.E.A=p// and S1 D ˆ.T2/, and that A ' Jm, since A is complete.

Then there are ring isomorphisms

EndD.I / ' D ˝A EndA.E.A=p// D D ˝A Jp;

EndD.S1/ ' D ˝A EndA.T2/ D D ˝A Jm ' D ˝A A ' D:
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Moreover, HomD.I;S1/'D˝A HomA.E.A=p/;T2/ asD-modules. So, up to isomorph-
ism, the isomorphism .�ˇp;1�/ is identified with

1˝ .�ˇp/ W D ˝A Jp �! D ˝A HomA.E.A=p/; T2/:

Since Jp is a local ring with the Jacobson radical of Jp generated by x, the map .�ˇp/ is
an isomorphism if HomA.E.A=p/; T2/' Jp as Jp-modules. The reason reads as follows.

If  WHomA.E.A=p/; T2/! Jp is an isomorphism of Jp-modules, then .�ˇp/ is an
endomorphism of Jp. Suppose .�ˇp/ is not an automorphism of Jp. Then its image must
be contained in the Jacobson radical xJp of the local ring Jp, and thus .1˝ .�ˇp//.1˝ /

D 1 ˝ ..�ˇp// D 0, which is not an automorphism of D ˝A Jp, a contradiction. This
means that .�ˇp/ must be an automorphism, and therefore .�ˇp/ is an isomorphism.

Now, we show HomA.E.A=p/; T2/ ' Jp as Jp-modules. Note that

HomA.E.A=p/; T2/ ' HomA.Ap ˝A E.A=p/; T2/ ' HomA.E.A=p/;HomA.Ap; T2//

and that HomA.Ap; T2/ is an injective Ap-module. Clearly,

Spec.Ap/ D ¹qAp j p � q 2 Spec.A/º:

By Lemma 5.1(5)–(6), we have HomA.Ap; T2/ ' Z ˚ E.A=p/
.U /, where Z is a direct

sum of copies of E.A=q/ with q ¦ p and U is a set with jU j equal to the k.p/-dimension
of HomAp.k.p/;HomA.Ap; T2//. It follows from HomA.E.A=p/; E.A=q//D 0 that

HomA.E.A=p/; T2/ ' HomA.E.A=p/; E.A=p/.U //:

So we have to show jU j D 1, that is, HomAp.k.p/;HomA.Ap; T2// ' k.p/.
Clearly, k.p/ D Ap=xAp, and HomAp.k.p/; E.A=p// ' k.p/, by Lemma 5.1(3).

Applying HomAp.�; E.A=p// to the exact sequence 0! Ap
�x
�! Ap ! k.p/! 0, we

obtain the minimal injective coresolution 0! k.p/! E.A=p/
�x
�! E.A=p/! 0 of k.p/

as an A-module. This yields an exact sequence of Jp-modules:

0 �! HomA.E.A=p/; T2/
�x
�! HomA.E.A=p/; T2/ �! HomA.k.p/; T2/ �! 0;

and therefore,

HomA.k.p/; T2/ ' HomA.E.A=p/; T2/=xHomA.E.A=p/; T2/
' D ˝A HomA.E.A=p/; T2/:

Since k.p/ ' Jp=xJp ' D ˝A Jp and since D ˝A Jp ' D ˝A HomA.E.A=p/; T2/ by
the isomorphism 1˝ .�ˇp/, it follows that

HomAp.k.p/;HomA.Ap; T2// ' HomA.k.p/; T2/ ' k.p/:

Thus HomA.E.A=p/; T2/ ' Jp as Jp-modules.
.3/ Since S is a finite set, B1 equals the direct sum

L
p2S Jp of rings Jp. Then the

maps

.�f1�/ W T0 ˝A B1 �! HomA.T0; T1/; .�f2/ W B1 �! HomA.T1; T2/;
and �0 ˝ 1 W T0 ˝A B1 �! Q˝A B1
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are isomorphisms by .1/ and .2/. It remains to show that HomA.T0; T2/ ' T0 ˝A C as
T0-modules.

Let K WD Im.f1/ and let g1W T0 ! K be the canonical surjection. Since S consists
of principal ideals of A, which are generated by regular elements in A, the map f2 is

surjective by Lemma 5.3(3). Thus the exact sequence 0 ! A ! T0
f1
! T1

f2
! T2 ! 0

gives rise to a complex of T0-modules:

0 �! HomA.T0; A/ �! HomA.T0; T0/
f �1
�! HomA.T0; T1/

f �2
�! HomA.T0; T2/ �! 0:

We claim that this complex is exact with HomA.T0; A/ D 0; or equivalently, that
g�1 WHomA.T0; T0/! HomA.T0; K/ is an isomorphism and f �2 is surjective.

Indeed, we consider the following exact commutative diagram:

0 // A

�K

��

f0 // T0

.�g1/

��

g1 // K

'

��

// 0

0 // EndA.K/
.g1 �/ // HomA.T0; K/

.f0 �/ // HomA.A;K/ // 0:

Recall that T0 is identified with EndA.T0/. Then .� g1/ D g�1 , and therefore g�1 is an
isomorphism if and only if so is �K . Since T1 is injective and HomA.T2; T1/ D 0 by
Lemma 5.3(2), it follows that for any h 2 EndA.K/, there exists a unique pair .h1; h2/ of
homomorphisms such that the following diagram:

0 // K

h

��

// T1

h1

��

f2 // T2

h2

��

// 0

0 // K // T1
f2 // T2 // 0;

is commutative. This defines a ring homomorphism �WEndA.K/! EndA.T2/ sending h
to h2. Moreover, if h is the multiplication map by an element of A, then so are h1
and h2. This implies �K� D �T2 . Since A is complete, the map �T2 is an isomorph-
ism by Lemma 5.1(4). Thus � is surjective. On the other hand, it follows from .2/ and
from Lemma 5.1(1) that .�f2/ WD HomA.T1; f2/ is an isomorphism. This implies that
HomA.T1; K/ D 0 and � is injective. Thus � is an isomorphism, and so are both �K and
g�1 D .�g1/.

To see the surjection of f �2 , let Q� be the complex 0 ! T0 ! T1 ! T2 ! 0 of
which T0 is in degree 0. Since AT is a good tilting module by Lemma 5.3(1), H.A/ '
H.Q�/ ' HomA.T; Q�/ in D.B/ by Lemma 4.2(2). As H is fully faithful and Q� 2
Cb.add.T //, we have

HomD.A/.A;AŒi �/'HomD.B/.HomA.T;Q�/;HomA.T;Q�/Œi �/'HomK.A/.Q
�;Q�Œi �/

for all i 2 Z. This shows HomK.A/.Q
�;Q�Œ2�/ = 0, and therefore

HomA.T0; T2/ D f1 HomA.T1; T2/C HomA.T0; T1/f2:
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Now, it follows from the surjective map .�f2/WB1 D EndA.T1/! HomA.T1; T2/ that f �2
is surjective. This shows the claim.

Thus the sequence 0 ! HomA.T0; T0/ ! HomA.T0; T1/ ! HomA.T0; T2/ ! 0 is
exact. Now, we identify T0 with EndA.T0/, and HomA.T0; T1/ with T0 ˝A B1. Then f �1
coincides with the map T0˝ �T1 WT0' T0˝AA! T0˝AB1. It follows that HomA.T0;T2/
' Coker.T0 ˝ �T1/ D T0 ˝A C .

As a consequence of Lemma 5.4(3) and its proof, we obtain the following result.

Corollary 5.5. Suppose that A is complete and that S consists of finitely many principal
ideals of A which are generated by regular elements of A. Then

B '

0@ T0 T0 ˝A B1 T0 ˝A C

0 B1 B1
0 0 A

1A ;
where the multiplication .T0 ˝A B1/ � B1 ! T0 ˝A C is induced by the composition of
the maps

� W .T0 ˝A B1/˝B1 B1
'
�! T0 ˝A B1

1˝�
�! T0 ˝A C:

In order to characterise the categories B-Mod and E associated with the good tilting
A-module T , we introduce a new category C.A; T / as follows.

Definition 5.6. Objects of C.A; T / consist of three-term complexes

X� W 0 �! X�2
d�2X
�! X�1

d�1X
�! X0 �! 0

in C.A/, with X�1 2 B1-Mod and X0 2 T0-Mod, where B1-modules and T0-modules are
regarded as A-modules via the ring homomorphisms �T1 and f0, respectively.

Given two objects X� and Y � of C.A; T /, a morphism in HomC.A;T /.X
�; Y �/ is

defined to be a chain map f � WD .f �2; f �1; f 0/WX� ! Y � in C.A/ such that f �1 2
HomB1.X

�1; Y �1/ and f 0 2 HomT0.X
0; Y 0/.

Note that C.A; T / is an abelian category with the abelian structure induced from the
ones ofA-Mod,B1-Mod and T0-Mod in degrees�2;�1 and 0, respectively. Let Cac.A;T /

be the full subcategory of C.A; T / consisting of all exact complexes. Then Cac.A; T /

is a fully exact subcategory of C.A; T /. For the convenience of the reader, we restate
Theorem 1.5 here.

Theorem 5.7. Suppose that A is complete and that S consists of finitely many principal
ideals of A that are generated by regular elements of A. Let E be the 2-symmetric sub-
category of B-Mod associated with the tilting module AT . Then there is an equivalence
B-Mod! C.A;T / of abelian categories which restricts to an equivalence E! Cac.A;T /

of exact categories.

Proof. We first identify the ring End.AT / with the 3 � 3 upper triangular matrix ring
B WD .Bi;j /0�i;j�2 in Corollary 5.5. In particular, the maps f1 and f2 are identified with
1˝ 1 2 B0;1 D T0 ˝A B1 and 1 2 B1;2 D B1, respectively. For i 2 ¹0; 1; 2º, let ei 2 B
be the matrix with 1 at the .i; i/-entry, and 0 at all other entries.
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For M 2 B-Mod, let M�i WD eiM for 0 � i � 2. Then M�2 2 A-Mod, M�1 2
B1-Mod andM 0 2 T 0-Mod. Clearly,M�1 andM 0 can be regraded asA-modules via �T1
and f0, respectively. Moreover, the B-module structure of M is determined by the triple
.'M ; �M ;  M / (or equivalently, by .d�2M ; d�1M ; hM /)

'M 2 HomB1.B1 ˝AM
�2;M�1/ ' HomA.M�2;M�1/ 3 d�2M ;

�M 2 HomT0

�
.T0 ˝A B1/˝B1 M

�1;M 0/ ' HomA.M�1;M 0
�
3 d�1M ;

 M 2 HomT0

�
.T0 ˝A C/˝AM

�2;M 0
�
' HomA.C ˝AM�2;M 0/ 3 hM ;

satisfying

.1˝ 'M /�M D .� ˝ 1/ M W .T0 ˝A B1/˝B1 .B1 ˝AM
�2/ �!M 0;

which is equivalent to the equality

.� ˝ 1/hM D .1˝ d
�2
M /�M�1d

�1
M W B1 ˝AM

�2
�!M 0;

where �M�1 WB1 ˝AM�1 !M�1 is the multiplication map. Since the sequence

A˝AM
�2

�T1˝1

�! B1 ˝AM
�2 �˝1
�! C ˝AM

�2
�! 0

is exact, the existence and uniqueness of hM are equivalent to the equality d�2M d�1M D 0.
Thus M is completely determined by the complex

M � W 0 �!M�2
d�2M
�!M�1

d�1M
�!M 0

�! 0

in C.A/ with M�1 2 B1-Mod and M 0 2 T 0-Mod. Similarly, for B-modules M and N , a
homomorphismM ! N in B-Mod is determined by a chain map f �WM �! N � in C.A/

such that f �1 and f 0 are homomorphisms of B1-modules and T0-modules, respectively.
This implies that B-Mod and C.A; T / are equivalent as abelian categories.

Note that M 2 E if and only if T ˝L
B M ' 0 if and only if the complex is exact:

0!HomA.T2; T /˝B M
.f2/�˝1// HomA.T1; T /˝B M

.f1/�˝1// HomA.T0; T /˝B M!0

which is obtained by applying �˝B M to the deleted projective resolution of TB . Under
the identification of HomA.Ti ; T / with eiB for 0 � i � 2, we see that M 2 E if and only
if M � is exact. Thus E and Cac.A; T / are equivalent as exact categories.

Finally, we mention a few questions relevant to the results in this paper. Let A be a
unitary ring.

(1) Which n-symmetric subcategories of A-Mod can be realised by n-weak tilting right
A-modules? that is, under which conditions on an n-symmetric subcategory B of
A-Mod is there an n-weak tilting right A-module M such that B is equivalent to

¹X 2 A-Mod j TorAi .M;X/ D 0;8 i � 0º

as exact categories? For the definition of weak tilting module over rings, we refer the
reader to Definition 4.1 in p. 534 of [16].
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(2) Let M be a right A-module and B WD ¹X 2 A-Mod j TorAi .M; X/ D 0;8 i � 0º.
Under which necessary and sufficient conditions on MA does there exist a triangle
equivalence between the triangulated categories D.B/ and Ker.M ˝L

A �/?
Theorem 1.2 gives a sufficient condition to (2). Also, if e2 D e 2 A such that

AeA is a homological ideal in A, that is, the canonical surjection A! A=AeA is a
homological ring epimorphism, then MA WD eA gives rise to a desired equivalence
in (2).

(3) Let B be an n-symmetric subcategory of A-Mod with n � 2. Does D.B/ always
have compact objects?
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